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The search for weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP) dark matter is multi-pronged. Ulti-
mately, the WIMP-dark-matter picture will only be confirmed if different classes of experiments see
consistent signals and infer the same WIMP properties. In this work, we review the ideas, meth-
ods, and status of direct-detection searches. We focus in particular on extracting WIMP physics
(WIMP interactions and phase-space distribution) from direct-detection data in the early discov-
ery days when multiple experiments see of order dozens to hundreds of events. To demonstrate
the essential complementarity of different direct-detection experiments in this context, we create
mock data intended to represent the data from the near-future Generation 2 experiments. We
consider both conventional supersymmetry-inspired benchmark points (with spin-independent and
-dependent elastic cross sections just below current limits), as well as benchmark points for other
classes of models (inelastic and effective-operator paradigms). We also investigate the effect on
parameter estimation of loosening or dropping the assumptions about the local WIMP phase-space
distribution. We arrive at two main conclusions. Firstly, teasing out WIMP physics with experi-
ments depends critically on having a wide set of detector target materials, spanning a large range of
target nuclear masses and spin-dependent sensitivity. It is also highly desirable to obtain data from
low-threshold experiments. Secondly, a general reconstruction of the local WIMP velocity distribu-
tion, which will only be achieved if there are multiple experiments using different target materials,
is critical to obtaining a robust and unbiased estimate of the WIMP mass.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the 1980’s, the dominant paradigm for the na-
ture of dark matter has been that of the weakly interact-
ing massive particle (WIMP) [1]. This particle class has
the virtue of being cold dark matter (CDM) [2–5], con-
sistent with observations of the cosmic microwave back-
ground and cosmological observations of the growth and
distribution of structure [6–8]. By essentially dimen-
sional analysis and an order-of-magnitude calculation,
one may show that the WIMP thermal relic abundance
can “naturally” match the measured dark-matter abun-
dance [9, 10]. WIMPs also come “for free” in minimal
extensions to the standard model beyond the electroweak
scale, the most famous particle candidate being the su-
persymmetric (SUSY) neutralino [11, 12]. These desir-
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able properties are responsible for making the WIMP
the most experimentally sought-after dark-matter par-
ticle candidate.
There are three key ways in which WIMPs may be
hunted. First, WIMPs may be created in colliders. Based
on ensembles of kinematic cuts for modes of particle cre-
ation, the WIMP mass and quantum numbers may be
revealed [13–16]. Second, WIMPs may annihilate with
each other in dense cosmic dark-matter structures, pro-
ducing showers of standard-model particles. At present,
the most stringent constraints on WIMP annihilation
come from gamma-ray observations (specifically, with
Fermi/LAT, H.E.S.S., and VERITAS) of nearby galax-
ies [17–27]. There is an intriguing excess of GeV-energy
photons at the Galactic Center; if the excess results from
dark matter, the WIMP mass can be determined from the
sharp break in the energy spectrum, suggesting a WIMP
with mass in the range 10-30 GeV [28–31]. While the
WIMP mass is relatively straightforward to infer from
the annihilation energy spectrum, the annihilation cross
section is degenerate with the WIMP mass density.
Finally, WIMPs may be detected via the low-energy re-
2coils (∼ 10-100 keV)1 they impart to nuclei in terrestrial
experiments [34, 35]. These “direct-detection” experi-
ments operate in the extremely low-background regime,
with current limits on WIMP recoils being at the level
of . 1 event/kilogram/year. More than a dozen exper-
iments are being built, are running, or are planned for
the near future (see Ref. [36] for a review). The goal
for the next decade is to reach the sensitivity level at
which solar, atmospheric, and supernova neutrinos are
expected to become an irreducible background for non-
directional experiments [37]. Generation 2 experiments,
which should be producing data within the next several
years, will come within approximately one or two or-
ders of magnitude of this goal (spin-independent WIMP
cross sections of σSIp ∼ 10−47 − 10−46 cm2 with standard
Galactic-halo assumptions).2 This is the near-term fu-
ture set of experiments.
In this work, we review and further explore the
prospects for direct-detection experiments to constrain
the WIMP mass and nuclear scattering cross sections in
the era following their discovery. Accurate inference of
these properties is critical for cross-checking with col-
lider and indirect-detection experiments to confirm the
WIMP identity of dark matter. Moreover, it is criti-
cally important to have multiple direct-detection exper-
iments, with different target nuclei, in order to charac-
terize WIMP physics with direct detection. There are
three key reasons why having multiple target nuclei is
important. First, even if one knew the WIMP phase-
space density and type of scattering interaction (spin-
dependent, spin-independent, elastic vs. inelastic, etc.),
there are strong degeneracies in the WIMP mass–cross-
section plane [38–40]. The degeneracy direction depends
on the target particle mass because of the scattering kine-
matics. By having several target nuclei, we can break
this degeneracy. Second, uncertainties in the WIMP ve-
locity distribution translate directly into uncertainties on
the WIMP mass, for the simple reason that kinetic en-
ergy depends both on the particle’s mass and velocity.
Again, the degeneracy direction depends on target nu-
clear masses [38, 40–45] and therefore a combination of
experiments yields better constraints on the WIMP mass.
Finally, different nuclei have different sensitivities to the
types of possible interactions with WIMPs. For exam-
ple, 19F, with an unpaired proton, is far more sensitive to
the WIMP-proton spin-dependent cross section σSDp than
73Ge, but the latter is far more sensitive to the WIMP-
neutron spin-dependent cross section σSDn and the spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross section σSIN [46, 47].
To demonstrate the capabilities of direct-detection ex-
1 Approximately the same kinetic energy as a human red blood
cell.
2 Some foregrounds may be detected earlier. Generation 2 experi-
ments should be able to detect the 8B solar neutrino background
[37].
periments to elucidate WIMP physics, we create mock
data sets for idealized models of Generation 2 direct-
detection experiments, as well as experiments with di-
rectional sensitivity. Our aim is not to make predictions
for the performance of specific experiments, but to study
the WIMP characterization potential of next generation
experiments collectively, and to show what physics may
be missed by excluding some experiments from the en-
semble. We use Bayesian inference to estimate the WIMP
properties from these mock data. This is intended to be
an exploration of the power of experiments in the next
few years, if the cross-section lies just below current lim-
its, so that they discover WIMPs soon after they turn on.
Note, however, that our results are significantly broader
in scope—they demonstrate the capabilities of experi-
ments to characterize WIMPs when the total number of
events in each experiment is in the neighborhood of tens
or hundreds. We consider not only benchmark points
for traditional supersymmetry-inspired scattering mod-
els (spin-independent and -dependent elastic scattering),
but also broader models for WIMP interactions with nu-
clei. In addition, since the local WIMP phase-space den-
sity has not yet been experimentally probed, we discuss
how its uncertainties can be addressed experimentally.
This work is part literature review and part new calcu-
lations in order to highlight how combinations of direct-
detection experiments can unveil WIMP properties. The
paper is organized as follows: Sections II to IV are mostly
reviews of the literature, focused on the theory of direct
detection, current experimental status, and methods to
compare experimental results. In Sec. II, we show how
the event rate in direct-detection experiments depends
both on fundamental WIMP properties as well as its lo-
cal phase-space density. In Sec. III, we briefly present a
short summary of the current state of, and future plans
for, direct-detection experiments. We summarize one
particular method of comparing experimental results, the
“halo-independent modeling” originally proposed by Ref.
[48], in Sec. IV.
The second part of the paper shows how ensembles
of direct-detection experiments can constrain WIMP
physics. This second part, Sections V to VIII, contains
both literature reviews and new calculations. In Sec. V,
we explain our method of creating mock experimental
data for specific benchmark parameters, and inference of
WIMP properties from them using a Bayesian approach.
In Sec. VI, we show the prospects for recovering the type
and strength of WIMP-nucleus scattering with more re-
strictive assumptions about the WIMP velocity distri-
bution than we consider in Sec. VII. Sec. VII summa-
rizes the prospects for reconstruction of the WIMP ve-
locity distribution and unbiased WIMP mass estimates
in the context of spin-independent elastic scattering. We
consider the power of directional detection to unveil the
WIMP physics in Sec. VIII. We conclude by highlighting
the key points of this work in Sec. IX.
3II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
DIRECT-DETECTION EXPERIMENTS
Direct-detection experiments consist of ensembles of
nuclear targets T . To first order, the event rate as a
function of nuclear recoil energy Q in an experiment is:
dR(Q, t)
dQ
=
(
ρχ
mχ
)
(Q)
×
∑
T
NT
∫
vmin(mχ,mT ,Q)
d3v
dσT (v)
dQ
|v|f(v, t). (1)
This energy spectrum is the primary data product for
most direct-detection experiments, although several ex-
periments have no energy sensitivity, and others have
angular sensitivity.
Breaking down Eq. (1), NT is the number of target
nuclei in the experiment with isotope T . All else being
equal, experiments with a larger target mass (i.e. with
larger NT ) should see more events than smaller experi-
ments. ρχ is the local WIMP density, which we discuss
further in Sec. II C, and mχ is the WIMP mass. Thus,
ρχ/mχ is the local WIMP number density—the density
of potential scatterers in the experiment. The physics
of scattering between WIMPs and nuclei (including both
particle/nuclear considerations as well as kinematics) are
encompassed in the velocity integral. f(v, t) is the dis-
tribution of WIMPs as a function of their velocity v with
respect to the experiment which, in general, varies along
the Earth’s path through the Galaxy. (ρχ/mχ)|v|f(v, t)
is the velocity-weighted flux of WIMPs passing through
the experiment. The probability of a WIMP-nuclear
scatter that imparts a target nucleus with energy Q is
the product of the WIMP-nuclear cross section dσT /dQ
and the velocity-weighted WIMP flux. This is integrated
over all WIMP velocities v that are kinematically allowed
to induce a nuclear recoil of energy Q. The minimum
speed for this recoil, vmin, depends on the WIMP mass,
the target nucleus mass mT , the nuclear recoil energy Q,
and the nature of the scatter (elastic vs. inelastic). Note
that most experiments have more than one isotope, so we
sum over WIMP interactions with each isotope. Finally,
(Q) is the experimental efficiency, or response function.
It is the probability that a nuclear scatter with energy Q
is detected and survives all data cuts. This is a rich sub-
ject in and of itself, and we point the interested reader
to Refs. [49–53] for several key physical considerations,
in addition to papers specific to each experiment.
For directional detection, the event rate as a function
of the lab-frame solid angle Ωq looks similar to Eq. (1),
d2R(Q,Ωq, t)
dQdΩq
=
(
ρχ
mχ
)
(Q)
×
∑
T
NT
∫
vmin(mχ,T,Q)
d3v
d2σT (v)
dQdΩq
|v|f(v, t). (2)
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FIG. 1: Kinematics of WIMP-nuclear elastic scatter-
ing. The open circle represents the WIMP, and the dark
circle represents the target nucleus. The ~p’s and ~q’s represent
momenta in the lab frame.
The general geometry of scattering is illustrated in Fig.
1, which shows a lab-frame view of the interaction. A
WIMP with momentum p = mχv interacts with a nu-
cleus at rest, inducing a nuclear recoil q with an angle
θ with respect to the incoming WIMP direction. Thus,
Ωq ≡ qˆ = (θ, φ), where the interactions are azimuthally
symmetric around the WIMP incoming direction. The
specific relationship between q and the incoming WIMP
momentum depends on whether the WIMP-nuclear recoil
is elastic or inelastic (Sec. II B).
Finally, the motion of the Earth about the Galaxy in-
duces a signature in the WIMP recoil spectrum. An-
nual modulation in the WIMP recoil spectrum occurs
because the Earth’s motion with respect to an inertial
Galactocentric frame changes throughout the year. Be-
cause of the Sun’s motion with respect to the Galacto-
centric frame (and hence, with respect to the bulk of
the WIMP population), the Sun’s relative velocity in-
duces a preferred direction for WIMP arrivals, as well as
a characteristic energy scale for the WIMP-nuclear inter-
actions. Because of the Earth’s motion around the Sun,
during some times of the year the Earth is moving into
the “WIMP wind” (increasing the relative kinetic energy
of WIMPs with respect to experiments), or moving with
it (reducing the relative WIMP kinetic energy) [54, 55].
In addition, gravitational focusing by the Sun means that
the density of low-speed WIMPs is higher when we sit
“behind” the Sun relative to the WIMP wind rather than
in front of it [56]. Both of these effects cause the recoil
spectrum to change on an annual basis. Since Lee et
al. [57] showed that to detect annual modulation, one
needs an exposure ∼ 103 times larger than that required
to discover WIMPs (except under special conditions), we
do not include annual modulation in the analysis section
of this paper. However, it will be an exciting probe of
4WIMP physics in the era in which thousands of WIMP
events are detected in experiments. We will discuss it
briefly in the context of current experimental results in
Sections III and IV. We point the interested reader to
Freese et al. [58] for a review of annual modulation.
In the next few subsections, we parse Eq. (1) in terms
of the WIMP cross section (Sec. II A), the type of scat-
tering (Sec. II B), and the astrophysical dark matter dis-
tribution (Sec. II C). Our goal is to highlight standard
assumptions about WIMP-nuclear scattering within the
context of each of these topics, and present a broad range
of considerations for each of these pieces of WIMP scat-
tering physics. We will also highlight which pieces of
physics we include in our mock data analysis in Sec. V-
VII.
A. Cross sections
In this section, we describe the cross section in phe-
nomenological terms, considering coupling to nucleons in-
stead of coupling to quarks. The latter is the more funda-
mental description for specific particle models of WIMPs,
but introduces complications in relating observations to
fundamental theories because of hadronic uncertainties.
Ellis et al. explore the effects of the uncertainties in
hadronic properties (quark masses and hadronic matrix
elements), and find that measurement uncertainties in
the pi-nucleon σ term can lead to order-of-magnitude un-
certainties in WIMP-nucleon cross sections for a fixed
point in supersymmetric parameter space [59]. See also
Refs. [60–64] for discussion of hadronic uncertainties in
WIMP-nucleon cross sections. By considering WIMP-
nucleon cross sections instead of WIMP-quark couplings
in this discussion, we can evade the biggest hadronic un-
certainties at the moment.
However, we must consider the momentum-dependent
response of nuclei (collections of nucleons) to their in-
teractions with WIMPs, typically parametrized in terms
of a “form factor” F 2(Q). This calculation is still
plagued by hadronic and nuclear physics uncertainties,
even for the standard minimal supersymmetric standard
model (MSSM)-type WIMP interactions that dominate
the direct-detection world. There are a number of dif-
ferent ways to estimate the nuclear response functions—
see Refs. [65–72] for several calculations that are com-
monly used in the direct-detection literature. (See Refs.
[73, 74] for a compilation of calculations. Note that
these reviews precede new chiral effective field theory
calculations and consideration of other WIMP-nuclear
operators—see Refs. [72, 75–78].) For an example of how
the uncertainty in the nuclear response functions affects
limits on the spin-dependent coupling of WIMPs and nu-
cleons in the XENON100 experiment, see Ref. [79]. The
uncertainties are typically worse for spin-dependent than
spin-independent interactions [80].
In the following subsections, we present our choices
for the nuclear response functions in our simulations of
experiments. In the analysis in the following sections we
assume that they are known exactly. Note, however, that
this assumption is far from experimental reality. In the
future, it would be useful to explore how hadronic uncer-
tainties affect our ability to infer fundamental properties
of WIMPs from direct-detection experiments.
1. Standard, MSSM-inspired WIMP scenario
In standard MSSM scenarios in which the lightest neu-
tralino is WIMP dark matter, there are generally two rel-
evant types of interactions between WIMPs and nuclei:
spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) scatter-
ing. The differential cross section is
dσT
dQ
=
mT
2µ2T v
2
[
σSIT F
2
SI(Q) + σ
SD
T F
2
SD(Q)
]
, (3)
where µT ≡ mχmT /(mχ+mT ) is the WIMP-nuclear re-
duced mass. The σT’s are the interaction cross sections
in the limit of no momentum transfer.
Let us consider the spin-independent terms first. In
supersymmetric models, scalar spin-independent scatter-
ing can arise from WIMP couplings either to gluons or
quarks (see Figs. 20 and 21 in Ref. [81] for Feynman
diagrams), with the quark couplings mediated through
Higgs or squark exchange. In Eq. (3),
σSIT =
4
pi
µ2T [Zfp + (A− Z)fn]2 , (4)
where fp is the coupling between protons and WIMPs, fn
the coupling between neutrons and WIMPs, and Z and A
are the nuclear electric charge and atomic mass, respec-
tively. For the rest of this work, we will assume equal
WIMP couplings to nucleons, fp = fn. While this rela-
tion holds well in the MSSM in general, model-builders
have recently introduced strongly isospin-violating dark
matter to reconcile seemingly discrepant direct-detection
results [82]. However, Pato [46] showed that in general
fp/fn is difficult to constrain from direct-detection data
alone if this variable is a free parameter.
Once we restrict ourselves to fp = fn, we make the
usual choice of writing σSIT in terms of σ
SI
p ,
σSIp =
4
pi
µ2pf
2
p , (5)
σSIT =
(
µT
µp
)2
A2σSIp , (6)
where µp is the reduced mass of the WIMP-proton sys-
tem.
We use the common assumption that the mass distri-
bution in the nucleus follows the charge distribution, so
that the charge distribution can be used to calculate the
form factor [83]. We use the Helm form factor, with pa-
rameters in the form factor fit according to Engel [65],
F 2(Q) =
(
3j1(qR1)
qR1
)2
e−s
2q2 , (7)
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FIG. 2: Recoil spectrum for several choices of target
nuclei. These recoil spectra (per kilogram of target nuclei)
show purely spin-independent scattering of a mχ= 50 GeV
WIMP on various target nuclei. We use the fiducial SHM
(Sec. II C) for the WIMP velocity distribution. The strong
A−dependence is apparent near zero momentum transfer.
The arrows show the energy thresholds for each target mate-
rial assumed for the mock experiments used in this work.
where j1 is a spherical Bessel function, R1 = (R
2−5s2)1/2
is an effective nuclear radius, s ≈ 1 fm is a skin thickness,
and R ≈ 1.2A1/3 fm. (Other form factors are also used
variously in the literature, but they do not affect our
conclusions [84].)
We show examples of the recoil spectrum per kilogram
of target material in Fig. 2 using the standard halo model
(SHM; Sec. II C) for the WIMP velocities. For low en-
ergy nuclear recoils, heavy target nuclei (e.g., Xenon)
have the highest event rate at fixed mχ. However, for
larger energy nuclear recoils, lighter nuclei have larger
event rates at fixed mχ. The former effect is a result of
the strong A-dependence of the spin-independent elastic
scattering cross section. The latter effect is dominated
by a combination of the rapidly declining speed distribu-
tion function near the Galactic escape velocity and form-
factor suppression.
For spin-dependent scattering,
σSDT =
32
pi
µ2TG
2
F
J + 1
J
[
ap〈STp 〉+ an〈STn 〉
]2
. (8)
Here, GF is the Fermi coupling constant, and J is the nu-
clear angular momentum. The 〈STi 〉 are the expectation
values for the spin content of the nucleons. There are mi-
nor differences in the set of 〈STi 〉 calculations [73]. Gener-
ally, 〈STn 〉 is two to three orders of magnitude higher than
〈STp 〉 for odd-neutron isotopes, and vice versa. The ai are
nuclear matrix elements (summed over the light quark
contributions). We follow Pato [46] and parametrize σSDT
by σSDp and an/ap. This leads to
σSDT =
4
3
(
µT
µp
)2
J + 1
J
σSDp
[
〈STp 〉+
an
ap
〈STn 〉
]2
. (9)
Spin-dependent scattering only involves coupling to
quarks, at least at tree level.
The spin-dependent nuclear form factor is given by
F 2SD(Q) =
S(q)
S(0)
, (10)
S(q) = a20S00(q) + a0a1S01(q) + a
2
1S11(q), (11)
where a0 = ap + an and a1 = ap − an. These form fac-
tors emerge out of nuclear models for the distributions
of nucleon spins within the nucleus in response to the
interaction. The Sij form factors can vary significantly
among calculations. For this work, we follow Pato’s [46]
choices of form factor and 〈STi 〉. For Silicon, which Pato
does not consider, we use the zero-momentum spin ex-
pectation values and the form factors of Divari et al. [85].
We now consider the angular dependence of the
WIMP-nuclear cross section, which enters the
directionally-dependent event rate in Eq. (2). The
angular dependence is simply determined by the non-
relativistic kinematics of the scattering, and is given
by
d2σT (v)
dQdΩL
=
dσT
dQ
|v|
2pi
δ (v · qˆ− vmin) . (12)
The delta function ensures that the incoming WIMP mo-
mentum v and the resulting nuclear-recoil direction qˆ are
consistent with the kinematics encoded in the function
vmin. This function will depend on whether the scatter-
ing is elastic or inelastic (Sec. II B).
2. Non-relativistic effective operators
In the midst of the discovery stage of dark-matter
direct-detection experiments, there will be two comple-
mentary approaches: to constrain or identify MSSM
WIMP-type cross sections (e.g., the spin-dependent and
-independent interactions described in the last section);
and to consider the most general set of interactions
that dark-matter particles are allowed to have with nu-
clei. The latter is motivated by our ignorance of dark-
matter physics. In the past few years, several authors
have suggested using a non-relativistic effective-operator
approach to categorize dark-matter physics in direct-
detection experiments [76, 77, 86]. This is part of a
broader effort to decouple experimental constraints from
specific microphysical dark-matter models [87–90]. In
this work, we focus on the effective-operator approach
of Fan et al. [86]. However, we note that Fitzpatrick
6et al. [76, 77] consider a much broader range of oper-
ators, including those with higher-order dependence on
small parameters (WIMP-nuclear relative velocity v and
momentum transfer q).3
Instead of categorizing a large number of proposed
microphysical models for dark matter, we summarize
the experiment-driven approach of parametrizing possi-
ble signals with Wilson coefficients of an effective theory.
Since the speed of dark-matter particles in the Earth’s
frame is highly non-relativistic, the energy scale for the
scattering is low, and the interactions can be described
with a non-relativistic effective potential. To illustrate
the diversity of effective-potential operators probed by
direct detection, we focus on spin-independent interac-
tions. Following Ref. [86], let us consider two scenarios—
the one in which the mediator mass is much larger than
the momentum transferred, and one in which it is much
smaller. If we take only the operators suppressed by at
most one power of the recoil energy and assume static
potentials, the non-relativistic effective potential that is
a minimal extension of the usual MSSM-inspired spin-
independent scenario reads
Veff = h1δ
3(~r)−h2~sχ · ~∇δ3(~r) + `1 1
4pir
+ `2
~sχ · ~r
4pir3
, (13)
where sχ is the spin of the dark matter particle, and
the `’s and h’s are Wilson coefficients corresponding to
the light and heavy mediator case, respectively. The first
term represents the canonical case of contact interactions,
and is directly related to the cross section of Eq. (4). The
term containing ~sχ · ~∇δ3(~r) can arise from several scenar-
ios, such as coupling of the dark electric dipole moment
to a new gauge boson. It is the same as the O11 oper-
ator in Ref. [76]. The 1/r term, or the Coulomb po-
tential, can arise through exchange of a new light boson
with a mass smaller than the recoil energy. Finally, the
term proportional to ~sχ · ~r/r3 can be due to dark-matter
dipole coupling to the nucleus monopole. The differen-
tial spin-independent cross section corresponding to these
four operators is [86]
dσSI
dQ
=
A2F 2(Q)mT
2piv2
(∣∣∣∣h1 + `12mTQ
∣∣∣∣2 (14)
+
1
4
∣∣∣∣h2√2mTQ+ `2√2mTQ
∣∣∣∣2
)
.
See also the illustration of the shapes of the correspond-
ing recoil energy spectra in Fig. 3.
These four terms by no means exhaust the possible va-
riety of effective-theory operators for dark matter-nucleus
3 They also calculate nuclear form factors for those interactions.
That group has also created a publicly available Mathematica
package to estimate event rates for this broader range of inter-
actions [78].
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FIG. 3: Recoil spectra for spin-independent effective
operators. The number of events per recoil energy, for the
four different operators of Eq. (14), for the Xenon experiment
(Sec. V). The curves are normalized arbitrarily.
interactions at low energies, but they do represent some
of the simplest and best-motivated extensions of the stan-
dard scenario and help illustrate key points about de-
tectability of underlying physics, discussed in Section VI.
Other possibilities, for example, include form-factor dark
matter of Ref. [87] with quadratic dependence on the re-
coil energy, and anapole moment and magnetic dipole
moment couplings discussed in Ref. [91].
Since Wilson coefficients link back to couplings in the
underlying theories (i.e. they are determined by match-
ing the operators in the effective theory to the operators
in a UV complete theory at hand), their measurement can
probe different classes of theoretical models. In Section
VI, we discuss the potential of the upcoming Generation
2 experiments to detect and discern between the effec-
tive operators using measurements of the recoil-energy
spectra.
B. Inelastic dark matter
There are two primary ways in which dark matter and
nuclei may experience inelastic interactions. First, nuclei
may transition to an excited state during interactions
with dark-matter particles. This type of inelastic scat-
ter was first considered approximately twenty years ago,
and has recently made a revival in the context of Xenon
experiments [92–94]. Second, dark matter may either be
a composite particle (like the proton) or exist as part
of a multiplet of dark states in a hidden-sector theory
[87, 95–97]. In this section, we focus on the latter type
of inelastic scattering.
In particular, we consider the case in which dark mat-
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FIG. 4: Inelastic dark matter. There are at least two
dark-matter energy states, χ and χ∗, separated by energy δ.
iDM models have χ as the dark matter, which may transition
to χ∗ through interactions with nuclei. exoDM models have
χ∗ as the dark matter, and may transition downward to χ by
nuclear interactions.
ter belongs to a multiplet of dark states, with a focus on
a two-state model. The two states are labeled χ and χ∗,
where the former is the lower energy state, and the lat-
ter is a higher energy state. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
For “inelastic dark matter” (iDM) models, the dark mat-
ter is the lowest energy state χ. Interactions with nuclei
cause a transition to the χ∗ state, which is an energy δ
higher than the ground state [95]. In elastic scattering
the recoil energy depends smoothly on the center-of-mass
frame scattering angle θCOM ,
Q =
µ2T
mT
v2(1− cos θCOM ), elastic (15)
and
vmin =
√
mTQ/2µ2T , elastic (16)
However in iDM transitions are forbidden for small initial
WIMP kinetic energies and instead,
vmin =
|mTQ+ µT δ|
µ
√
2mTQ
, inelastic. (17)
We can parse the physics of iDM using the recoil spec-
tra shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 5, where we
show the effects with several different target nuclei. In
this case, we assume purely spin-independent scatter-
ing. The recoil spectrum vanishes for small Q, where
the cut-off value of Q increases as A decreases. This is
what we expect, since WIMPs must have a minimum
kinetic energy Eχ = δ in order to kick χ into a higher
energy state. The overall number of events also decreases
with decreasing A because, for fixed Eχ, we probe higher
WIMP speeds. Thus, a smaller fraction of WIMPs are
allowed to scatter for nuclei with lower atomic number
than higher atomic number. This was in fact the mo-
tivation for iDM theories—the original goal was to rec-
oncile DAMA data (assuming scattering off 127I) with
CDMS null detections (73Ge) [95, 98]. While iDM can-
not self-consistently reconcile DAMA with other experi-
ments today [99], iDM models are still interesting from
the perspective of hidden-sector theories [100].
The inelastic interaction can happen the other way
around: dark matter can be produced in an excited state
in the dark multiplet χ∗ and be down-scattered to the
ground state χ through nuclear interactions. This kind
of model is called “exothermic dark matter”, or exoDM
[97]. We choose to use the convention that δ > 0 de-
notes iDM, and δ < 0 denotes exoDM. This model was
initially proposed in order to reconcile DAMA (assuming
low-mass WIMPs scattering off Na) with the XENON10
and CDMS experiments. In this case, the low-energy part
of the nuclear recoil spectrum is more sensitive to low-
speed WIMPs than the elastic case, and scattering above
experimental thresholds off low-A targets is enhanced rel-
ative to high-A targets. This is shown in the right-hand
panel of Fig. 5. This model has been recently revived
to reconcile the three events in the CDMS-Si data with
null detections in other experiments [101–103]. In Fig.
5, we see that for a model with mχ= 5 GeV and δ = −50
keV (the negative sign denotes down-scattering), there
can be a number of Silicon events above the experi-
mental threshold, but essentially none in Xenon- and
Germanium-based experiments.
C. WIMP Astrophysics
The nuclear recoil spectrum depends on the local
phase-space density of WIMPs. Traditionally, the
phase-space density is split into the configuration-space
part (the WIMP number density nχ = ρχ/mχ) and
the velocity distribution f(v, t) (normalized such that∫
d3vf(v, t) = 1). We split our discussion along these
lines.
1. ρχ
The canonical assumption in WIMP searches is that
the local WIMP mass density is ρχ = 0.3 GeV cm
−3
(= 0.008M pc−3). By fixing the value of the WIMP
mass density, one can infer a WIMP-nucleon cross section
from the event rate or recoil spectrum in experiments,
since the normalization of the event rate (see Eq. (1))
depends on ρχσ. Any uncertainty in ρχ bleeds directly
into an uncertainty in the WIMP cross sections. Note,
however, that the ratio of cross sections (e.g., the ratio
of the spin-independent to spin-dependent WIMP-proton
cross sections, σSIp /σ
SD
p ) is completely independent of the
local WIMP density.
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FIG. 5: Recoil spectra for inelastic and exothermic dark matter models. The recoil rates are scaled per kilogram of
target material. We used the SHM (Sec. II C) for the WIMP velocity distribution. To the left is an iDM model; to the right,
an exoDM model. Arrows mark the energy thresholds used for the mock experiments used in our analysis.
Where does this number for the WIMP density come
from? There are traditionally two methods for estimat-
ing the local WIMP density. The first method uses the
vertical motion of stars through the Galactic plane to es-
timate the force induced on the stars from material (in-
cluding dark matter) in the disk of the Milky Way. The
second method uses an ensemble of data sets through-
out the virial radius of the Milky Way to constrain a
parametrized model of the gravitational potential of the
Milky Way. The second method relies on a global, sim-
plified equilibrium model of the Galaxy, whereas the
first method typically depends primarily on local pla-
nar symmetry to interpret the stellar kinematic data.
In principle, the first method relies on fewer more-or-
less motivated ansatzes for the Milky Way than the sec-
ond method does, although a few simplifying assump-
tions (e.g., no R− z cross term in the velocity dispersion
tensor) sometimes crop up. Both methods hinge on the
assumption of dynamical equilibrium.
Estimates of the local density using the first method,
using vertical motions of disk stars, have varied some-
what over the past three decades, but the mean value
has always been near the canonical value of ρχ =
0.3 GeV cm−3. The first estimate of the local dark-
matter density was made by Jan Oort in 1932, in which
he found that half the local matter density should con-
sist of invisible material [104]. The topic was revived
in 1984 by Bahcall, who came to similar conclusions us-
ing a sample of F stars, and later a sample of K giants
[105–107]. Bahcall and collaborators found that near the
Sun the density is ρχ = 0.1M pc−3 (∼ 4 GeV cm−3),
and that the dark matter should be disky in structure.
Around this time, Bienayme et al. [108] and Kuijken &
Gilmore [109–113] disputed that result, finding no evi-
dence for a thin disk of dark matter but allowing a lo-
cal dark-matter halo density ρχ ∼ 0.008M pc−3 (the
canonical value; see also Ref. [114]). Many other authors
have found that there is no need for a thin (i.e., simi-
lar in scale height to the stellar thin disk) disk of dark
matter in the Milky Way, and that even a local halo den-
sity of 0 is allowed [115–119]. Bienayme´ et al. [120]
find ρχ . 0.014M pc−3 (0.53 GeV cm−3) and Gar-
bari et al. [121, 122] find ρχ = 0.003
+0.0009
−0.007 M pc
−3
(0.11+0.34−0.27 GeV cm
−3) and ρχ = 0.025+0.014−0.013M pc
−3
(0.95+0.57−0.50 GeV cm
−3) depending on the stellar sample.
Salucci et al. [123] find ρχ = 0.43
+0.11
−0.10 GeV cm
−3. Moni
Bidin et al. [124] initially found no dark matter locally.
Once Bovy & Tremaine [125] corrected the misinterpre-
tation of asymmetric drift in Ref. [124] they found that
the data were consistent with ρχ = 0.3± 0.1 GeV cm−3.
Using a set of mono-abundance populations defined in
the SEGUE survey data set, Bovy & Rix [126] also find
the same central value and uncertainty in ρχ as Bovy &
Tremaine. Zhang et al. [127] find, using the kinematics
of K dwarfs, ρχ = 0.25± 0.09 GeV cm−3.
Using the second method, an early estimate of the lo-
cal density was ρχ = 0.2 − 0.8 GeV cm−3 depending on
the form of the density profile of the Milky Way halo
[128]. Using Bayesian inference, and including a wide
range of dynamical data sets, Catena & Ullio [129] find
9ρχ = 0.389±0.025 GeV cm−3 for a Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW) dark-matter halo density profile [130, 131]. Us-
ing similar methods but a different data set, McMillan
[132] finds ρχ = 0.40±0.04 GeV cm−3 for an NFW halo.
Using frequentist statistics, Weber & de Boer [133] find
ρχ = (0.2−0.4) GeV cm−3, and Nesti & Salucci [134] find
ρχ = (0.4−0.55) GeV cm−3 depending on the functional
form of the halo profile. Iocco et al. include microlensing
data in their analysis; this leads to a density estimate of
ρχ = (0.2− 0.56) GeV cm−3 for a generalized NFW halo
[135].
However, there are caveats to using these estimates
for ρχ to infer cross sections from direct-detection data.
First, and perhaps most importantly, use of this value
implies that we are assuming that all the dark matter
in the Galaxy consists of a single species of WIMP. This
is a strong assumption. Second, limits using the second
method are often inferred using a fixed functional form
for the density profile, one which is found in simulations
without baryons. However the dark matter density pro-
file of the real Milky Way in which baryons, and in partic-
ular the stellar disk, play an important role, may be quite
different. Third, these estimates are locally averaged or
globally determined densities. Several calculations show
that there should be only small fluctuations, only of order
15%, in the density of the smooth dark-matter compo-
nent at fixed Galactocentric radius [136, 137]. On the
other hand, the presence of a disk can compress dark
matter in the disk plane, an effect not currently taken
into account in the second method [40]. Moreover, for
direct detection, what matters is the dark-matter density
on the ∼ milliparsec scales the Sun sweeps out through
the Milky Way during the course of an experimental run.
While it is unlikely that we will encounter a distinct sub-
halo in the near future [138, 139], potentially interesting
microstructure may appear in the form of streams. It is
not clear what the filling factor or typical number den-
sity of streams is at any given location in the halo. It
is unlikely that the streams will have much of impact on
the highly local WIMP mass density—there are expected
to be hundreds or thousands of streams passing through
the solar system—but they could have more of an effect
on the velocity distribution [137, 140, 141].
Finally, this discussion rests on the assumption of the
collisionless nature of dark matter. If dark matter has
strong interactions in a hidden sector, it may be possible
to form a low-mass, high-density dark-matter disk thin
enough to evade both vertical stellar velocity limits or
global potential modeling [142, 143]. Note, however, that
the stability of such thin disks has not been ascertained.
2. f(v, t)
The velocity distribution most often used in the lit-
erature to predict or interpret direct-detection signals is
the Standard Halo Model (SHM). This distribution
emerges from isothermal (constant velocity-dispersion)
models of dark-matter halos for which the circular ve-
locity curve is flat, and the density profile goes as r−2
(see Appendix A of Ref. [144]). The SHM velocity dis-
tribution is
fg(vg) =
{
NSHM
(2piσ2v)
3/2 e
−v2g/2σ2v , if vg < vesc
0 if vg > vesc
(18)
where vg is the WIMP velocity in the inertial Galactocen-
tric frame, and σv is the one-dimensional WIMP velocity
dispersion. This means that the three-dimensional rms
speed of WIMPs is vrms=
√
3σv. We assume that WIMPs
with speeds above the local escape speed from the Milky
Way halo, vesc, contribute only negligibly to the signal.
This is likely a reasonable assumption under most cir-
cumstances [145, 146]. NSHM is a factor we include in
order to normalize the integrated velocity distribution to
unity.
This velocity distribution needs to be translated to the
lab frame for recoil calculations. Typically, the effect
of the gravitational potential of the Sun and Earth on
the velocity distribution (i.e., an accurate application of
Liouville theory) is ignored. This approximation is ap-
plied to the SHM because only a small population of
low-speed WIMPs is affected significantly, and most of
those WIMPs scatter well below the thresholds of cur-
rent and near-future experiments. Thus, typically only
the Galilean translation to the Earth frame is included,
such that
f(v, t) = fg(v + vE(t), t), (19)
where vE(t) is the velocity of the Earth with respect to
the Galactocentric rest frame. vE includes contributions
from the speed of the Local Standard of Rest vLSR, the
peculiar velocity of the Sun with respect to vLSR, and the
Earth’s velocity around the Sun. The standard value of
vLSR is 220 km s
−1, with about a 10% uncertainty [147].
Recent measurements skew about 10% higher [148–150]
(but see [151]).
The typical value of σv used in calculations is
vLSR/
√
2. Note that this is not an empirically deter-
mined quantity, but is inspired by the assumptions of the
SHM (see again Appendix A of Ref. [144]). The escape
velocity has recently been estimated using the RAVE sur-
vey to be 533+54−41 km s
−1 [152, 153].
There is no reason that the SHM should be a good de-
scription of the local velocity distribution in detail. High-
resolution dark-matter-only simulations indicate that
there is diversity in the local velocity distribution, both
between halos and between patches at fixed galactocen-
tric radius within the same halo, although the former
is of bigger concern than the latter [137, 154]. This is
particularly significant in cases in which experiments are
only sensitive to the tail of the distribution (e.g., if the
WIMP mass is low). Lisanti et al. [155] and Mao et
al. [156] find functional forms for the velocity distribu-
tion that are based on global fits to simulations (see Eq.
(28)). The high-velocity tail is imprinted by the halo’s
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accretion history, for which there is significant halo-to-
halo scatter [137, 157, 158]. These halos also have some
velocity anisotropy, which can also affect the recoil en-
ergy spectrum [137, 159]. In general, all of these effects
are strongest for signals that are predominantly sensitive
to the high-speed tail of the WIMP speed distribution.
More serious is that most simulations do not actu-
ally have galaxies in them—only dark-matter halos. The
presence of a baryonic disk can change the halo WIMP
velocity distribution locally from cold-dark-matter-only
expectations [160], and can also allow another dark-
matter macro structure to form even without strong
dark-matter self-interactions: a dark disk. Dark disks
form out of the debris of subhalos that are dragged into
and disrupted near the baryonic disk plane [161, 162].
The physical shape, mass, and velocity distribution of
dark disks depend sensitively on the accretion history
of the main halo, but they are generally fluffy com-
pared even to the stellar thick disk [162–165]. Moderate-
resolution simulations suggest a wide possible range of
dark-disk morphologies and properties. Early simula-
tions suggested that the local dark-disk-to-halo density
ratio could be up to unity. Recently, an analysis of the
high-resolution Eris simulation of a spiral galaxy, which
is ∼ 30% less massive than the Milky Way and is in a halo
up to a factor of two less massive than ours, indicated a
fairly modest dark disk. Such a weak dark disk would be
unlikely to affect the nuclear recoil spectrum significantly
[160]. However, a statistical ensemble of assembly histo-
ries of Milky Way analogs is required to make a statistical
statement about the possible properties of a Milky Way
dark disk.
Finally, streams of material from disrupting substruc-
ture may make the velocity distribution look choppy. If
there are many streams passing through the solar neigh-
borhood, each containing only a small fraction of the lo-
cal mass density, the distribution would be hard to distin-
guish from a smooth one [140, 141]. Only if a handful of
streams contribute significantly to the local density will
the lack of smoothness cause strong deviations in recoil
spectra from smooth halo-based models. Several authors
have discussed the possibility that the Sagittarius dwarf
galaxy, which is reaching the end point of disruption,
may have left some of its dark matter in the solar neigh-
borhood [166, 167]. The Sagittarius stream is expected
to leave a noticeable signature in the nuclear recoil spec-
trum only if the WIMP mass is low [168]. However, it
appears unlikely that only a few streams dominate the
local velocity distribution.
Ultimately, the best estimate of the local velocity dis-
tribution will come from direct-detection experiments
themselves. This is the subject of Sec. VII.
III. WIMP DIRECT-DETECTION
EXPERIMENTS
WIMPs with mass in the GeV to TeV range and speed
∼ 100 km s−1 produce nuclear recoils with energy of order
tens of keV. The expected event rates are also small, less
than one event per kilogram target mass per year. There-
fore, to detect WIMPs a detector with low threshold en-
ergy, a large target mass and low backgrounds is required.
The kinetic energy of the nuclear recoil can manifest itself
as ionization, scintillation or phonons (leading to a rise in
temperature). Electron and nuclear recoils deposit their
energy between these channels differently. Therefore de-
tectors which measure two channels can reject electron
recoils efficiently.
From a theorist’s perspective, ongoing and near-future
experiments can be classified by function instead of tech-
nology. The classification is as follows:
1. Experiments with little discriminating power on an
event-by-event basis. Most of these experiments de-
pend on time dependence in the WIMP interaction
rate and recoil spectrum, such as annual modula-
tion.
2. Experiments with discriminating power but no en-
ergy sensitivity above threshold.
3. Experiments with discriminating power and energy
sensitivity.
4. Experiments with directional resolution for the nu-
clear recoil.
In this work, we primarily consider the latter three
classes of experiment, but we say a few words about the
first type of experiment for completeness. Here we review
the status and characteristics of direct-detection experi-
ments, grouped by our theorist’s classification. We em-
phasize technologies and experiments that are proposed
or under construction for the Generation 2 and subse-
quent, multi-ten ton, Generation 3 eras, and will hence be
represented in our parameter-estimation studies in later
sections.
A. No event-by-event discrimination
There exist two types of experiments in this class:
scintillating crystal targets, and germanium-diode exper-
iments.
With scintillating crystals, such as NaI and CsI, large
detector arrays can be built. Pulse shape discrimination
can be used to allow discrimination between electron and
nuclear recoils on a statistical, rather than event by event,
basis. Current experiments, DAMA/LIBRA [169] and
KIMS [170], have ∼ 100 kg target masses. The main fo-
cus of near-future scintillating crystal experiments, such
as ANAIS [171], SABRE [172] and DM-Ice [173], is the
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confirmation or refutation of the DAMA/LIBRA annual
modulation signal.
There are currently three experiments using p-type
point-contact germanium detectors: TEXONO-CDEX,
CoGeNT and MALBEK [174–177]. The latter two ex-
periments grew out of the Majorana Demonstrator
0νββ experiment. They can distinguish events that oc-
cur in the bulk from those on the surface (a background)
using pulse shapes. Currently, CoGeNT sees an excess
of events, as well as tentative evidence for annual modu-
lation [178]. MALBEK results are consistent with back-
grounds [179], as are those from TEXONO [176].
A new technique is aimed at even lower thresholds
than these experiments: the use of charge-coupled de-
vices. Initial results from the DAMIC experiment, using
a CCD repurposed from the Dark Energy Survey, are
promising [195].
In addition, most experiments in the third category
(discriminating power and energy resolution) can be op-
erated in a mode in which one cannot distinguish elec-
tronic and nuclear recoils on an event-by-event basis. The
motivation for operating experiments in this mode is that
one may achieve far lower energy thresholds [180–182].
B. Discriminating power but no energy resolution
In superheated droplet detectors the energy deposited
by a nuclear recoil can trigger a transition to the gas
phase, leading to the formation of bubbles which can be
detected acoustically and optically. The operating condi-
tions (temperature and pressure) can be set so that only
nuclear recoils, and not electron recoils, lead to bubble
formation. Fluorine is a common target, and is par-
ticularly sensitive to spin-dependent interactions since
most of its spin is carried by the unpaired proton. Cur-
rent detectors, COUPP [183], PICASSO [184] and SIM-
PLE [185], have ∼ 0.1 − 1 kg target masses, with scale
up to ∼ 10 − 100 kg underway [186–188]. In particular,
COUPP and PICASSO have merged to form the PICO
collaboration4. We consider a Generation 2 1-ton-year
exposure of a PICO-like experiment, something like the
COUPP-500 design concept, in our mock data sets in
Sec. V.
C. Discriminating power and energy resolution
The strong temperature dependence of the heat-
capacity of dielectric crystals at low temperatures means
that a relativity small energy deposit leads to a measur-
able rise in temperature and therefore cryogenic detec-
tors operated at sub-Kelvin temperatures can measure
the total recoil energy. Combined with a measurement
4 http://www.picoexperiment.com/index.php
of, depending on the target material, either ionization or
scintillation this allows discrimination between nuclear
and electron recoils on an event by event basis. Cryogenic
detectors also have low energy thresholds and excellent
energy resolution.
CDMS [189] and Edelweiss [190] both use Germanium
(and in the case of CDMS, Silicon as well [102]) and mea-
sure phonons and ionization, while CRESST [191] uses
Calcium Tungstate crystals and measures the phonons
and scintillation. The next stage (toward Generation
2) is Edelweiss III [192] and SuperCDMS [36, 193]
with ∼ 100 kg mass targets. In the longer term (post
2020) GEODM is a proposed ton-scale experiment in-
volving collaboration between CDMS and EURECA
(itself a collaboration between CRESST and EDEL-
WEISS [194]) [36, 193]. We consider 200 kg-year expo-
sures of both Silicon- and Germanium-based Generation
2 experiments in our mock data sets in Secs. V-VIII.
Large self-shielding detectors can be built using liq-
uid noble elements. With liquid Argon (LAr) and Xenon
(LXe) the simultaneous detection of scintillation and ion-
ization (via proportional scintillation) allows event by
event electron recoil discrimination. Current Xenon de-
tectors have ∼ 100 kg mass targets. Xenon100 has re-
ported results [196] while results from LUX [197] and
XMASS [198] are imminent. The Panda-X experiment
in China is developing rapidly [199]. The next stage
is experiments with multi-ton-scale targets, LZ (a col-
laboration between LUX and Zeplin) and Xenon1T [36].
With liquid Argon ∼ 100−1000 kg detectors ArDM [200],
DarkSide [201] and DEAP/CLEAN [36] are under de-
velopment. In the longer term, MAX [36] and DAR-
WIN [202] are proposals for ten ton scale liquid noble
detectors. We consider 2-ton-year exposures of Argon-
and Xenon-based Generation 2 experiments in our mock
data sets.
D. Directional detection
Constructing a detector capable of measuring the di-
rections of sub-100 keV nuclear recoils is a difficult chal-
lenge. Only in a gaseous detector are the recoil tracks
long enough, > O(mm), for their directions to be mea-
surable. Low-pressure gas time projection chambers
(TPCs) offer the best prospects for directional detection,
and a number of prototype detectors are under develop-
ment: DMTPC [203], DRIFT [204], MIMAC [205] and
NEWAGE [206] (see Refs. [207, 208] for overviews). Tar-
get gases under study include CF4, CS2 and
3He. The use
of gases means that such detectors will require scaling-up
strategies different from those of non-directional detec-
tors [208]. We consider the capabilities of a MIMAC-like
m3 experiment in Sec. VIII.
On a completely different front, it has been proposed
to use DNA to measure WIMP-induced recoil directions
[209].
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The future goal of WIMP direct detection is to reach
sensitivities at which the irreducible astrophysical neu-
trino background would become visible [37]. We show
the current status and future sensitivity limits for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon scattering in Fig. 6. The
spin-dependent limits are similar in shape, but about six
orders of magnitude weaker owing to the fact that they
do not benefit from A-dependent enhancement. Gener-
ation 3 experiments should hit the neutrino background
for mχ∼ 100 GeV. We refer the reader to Ref. [36] for a
more detailed discussion of the experimental challenges
and planned future experiments.
IV. HALO-INDEPENDENT COMPARISONS
BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS
While in the next sections we consider WIMP parame-
ter estimation using conventional likelihood and Bayesian
inference methods, we will first discuss a different direct-
detection analysis technique. This method was developed
when several experiments saw excess events above their
expected backgrounds, in apparent contradiction with
exclusion limits from other experiments. The CRESST 5
[191], CoGeNT [174, 178] and, most recently, CDMS Si
[102] experiments see an excess in the time averaged event
rate, while DAMA/LIBRA [169] and CoGeNT [174, 178]
have measured an annual modulation. Individually these
data are compatible with light WIMPs, however there is
no single point in the mχ-σ
SI
p plane which is consistent
with all of these excesses and also the exclusion limits
from other experiments. However comparing results in
the mχ-σ
SI
p plane requires a strong assumption to be
made about the form of the WIMP velocity distribution,
typically that it has the SHM form.
A particular issue in comparing the putative low-mass
WIMP signals is that different experiments probe differ-
ent parts of the WIMP velocity distribution, especially
its highly uncertain high-velocity tail (see Sec. II C). The
key insight of Drees & Shan [41] and Fox et al. [48] was
to think about the constraints from each experiment in
terms of the velocity integral instead of mχ-σ
SI
p space.
This insight allows results from different experiments to
be compared in a way that is independent of the form of
the velocity distribution. This technique is called “halo-
independent” modeling.
To describe the power of this technique, we follow the
discussion of Fox et al., as their approach has been most
widely adopted in the community. As they do, we focus
for simplicity on spin-independent elastic scattering. The
key point is that the scattering rate of Eqs. (1) and (4;
assuming fn = fp) can be expressed as
dRi
dQ
= X(mχ,m
i
T )ρχσ
SI
p A
2F 2(Q,A)g(vmin), (20)
5 CRESST is revising its background estimates c.f. Ref. [212].
for an experiment i with target nucleus T = (A,Z). Here,
g(vmin) =
∫
vmin
dvvf(v, t), (21)
where f(v, t) is the three-dimensional velocity distribu-
tion, is the velocity integral. (This expression differs from
the alternative notation that is sometimes used, in which
f(v) is taken to be the one-dimensional speed distribu-
tion.) Eq. (20) separates the velocity-dependent part of
the event rate from the rest of the physics. Note that
for fixed mχ, g(vmin) has no further dependence on the
WIMP particle properties. Fox et al. proposed that Eq.
(20) be inverted, and constraints or limits on the WIMP
interaction are reported in terms of
ρχσ
SI
p g(vmin) =
dRi/dQ
X(mχ,miT )A
2F 2(Q,A)
, (22)
for specific choices of the WIMP mass, which determines
the relationship between nuclear recoil energy Q and
vmin for each target nucleus. Plotting constraints/limits
on this expression as a function of vmin, allows one to see
which experiments probe the same part of the WIMP
velocity distribution and whether or not they are com-
patible.
The strength of this scheme is that it allows a direct
comparison between experiments for a fixed interaction
model, and independent of the WIMP velocity distribu-
tion. It is an extremely useful consistency check, and has
served a great service to the community as such. However
its main drawback is that the comparison has to be done
for fixed WIMP mass (but see Ref. [38]), and therefore
it is not as useful for parameter estimation.
This scheme has been generalized to incorporate mul-
tiple isotopes in one experiment [213], energy-dependent
experimental response functions [214], annual modula-
tion [213–216], inelastic dark matter [217, 218], and other
effective operators [47, 219]. The current consensus is
that it is impossible to reconcile all experiments in the
spin-independent framework, regardless of the WIMP
velocity distribution, unless the experiments are woe-
fully miscalibrated at small nuclear recoils (see also Refs.
[220, 221]).
V. THIS WORK: BAYESIAN INFERENCE AND
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
A. Mock Experiments
In order to demonstrate the power of an ensemble of
direct-detection experiments to unveil WIMP physics, we
generate mock data sets using several idealized experi-
ments, and use Bayesian inference techniques to recon-
struct WIMP particle and velocity-distribution param-
eters. The idealized experiments are representative of
Generation 2 dark matter detectors, which should pro-
duce data within the next five years. We choose bench-
mark points in WIMP physics parameter space that lie
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FIG. 6: Spin-independent cross sections with current and future experiments. This plot shows constraints and limits
on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section as a function of WIMP mass for current (left panel) and future (right
panel) experiments. The constraints have been calculated assuming the SHM, although in a few cases the velocity distribution
is a minor perturbation from the SHM. In the left panel, the closed curves represent the DAMA/LIBRA (dark red; [169]),
CoGeNT (red and light red; [174]), and CRESST (magenta; [191]) signals. The green line shows the current XENON100
upper limit [79], black crosses the combined CDMS II and Edelweiss limits [210] and the blue lines the limits from COUPP
[183], KIMS [170], and SIMPLE [211]. The right panel displays projected sensitivities for Generation 2 (upper curves) and
Generation 3 (lower curves) experiments. The light green curves are for XENON, dark green for LUX and LZ, light red for
1000 kg Argon in DEAP/CLEAN and blue two different models for the SuperCDMS experiment (including Silicon). Plots
made using DMTools, dmtools.brown.edu, and references to projected sensitivities may be found on the DMTools website.
below current Generation 1 sensitivities. These exper-
iments and benchmark points are meant to show what
information about WIMPs may be gleaned in the early
discovery days. Of course, if WIMPs are conclusively
discovered in Generation 2 experiments, the statistics
will improve dramatically with subsequent multi-ten ton
Generation 3 experiments. If WIMPs are not conclu-
sively discovered in Generation 2 detectors, our results
are still relevant for the early days of discovery for Gen-
eration 3 experiments, only that the cross sections that
will be probed are smaller than quoted here.
Each experiment is characterized by the target ma-
terial used, the range of nuclear recoil energies to which
the experiment is sensitive and the total exposure (which
takes into account the detector fiducial mass and effi-
ciency). For the sake of simplicity, and so that we are
not wed to experimental realities that may change with
time, we assume a step-function detector efficiency. In
other words, we assume that experiments are completely
insensitive to nuclear recoils above and below the anal-
ysis window, and that the sensitivity is constant within
the analysis window. Note that in general, the sensi-
tivity is energy-dependent (see, for example, Fig. 1 in
Ref. [196]). The experimental parameters used in this
work are summarized in Table I. Changes in the exper-
imental parameters would change the details of the pos-
terior probability distributions (for instance significantly
reduced energy thresholds would improve the ability to
measure the mass of light WIMPs) our general conclu-
sions would, however, not be affected.
For each experiment, we divide the energy range into
bins and generate Asimov data for each bin [222]. This
entails setting the observed number of events equal to the
expected number of events for the benchmark models in
each bin. In this way, we can analyze how the under-
lying physics of different benchmarks and experiments
will affect parameter reconstructions, without having to
worry about the influence of Poisson fluctuations in the
data. Note that we take into account Poisson fluctu-
ations in our likelihood function. In reality, however,
Poisson noise in the data will be important for WIMP
parameter estimation [223, 231]. This is especially true
for the benchmark models for which only a few dozen (or
fewer) events are expected in each experiment. Thus, the
credible intervals we show in the next three sections are
representative of WIMP parameter uncertainties, but in
reality they could look quite different.
We assume that all experiments have perfect energy
resolution and no background contamination. Clearly,
for realistic experiments these assumptions would not
hold, especially for most low-threshold experiments
(these have nontrivial backgrounds). The exposures
shown in Table I should be construed as the background-
free equivalent exposure (and hence, sensitivity) rather
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than an absolute exposure. Finite energy bins mimic fi-
nite energy resolution and the parameter estimation will
not be significantly changed if the energy resolution is
better than our 1.0 keV energy bin width. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that the reconstructions we present
here should be taken as a best-case scenario in which
experimental uncertainties are negligible.
B. Bayesian Inference
In order to infer WIMP physics from our mock data
sets, we employ Bayesian statistics. Bayes’ theorem is
P({p}, H|{d}) = L({d}|{p}, H)P({p}, H)P({d}|H) . (23)
Here, L({d}|{p}, H) is the well-known likelihood function
that a data set {d} is collected given parameters {p} for
a hypothesis H for the underlying model. P({p}, H|{d})
is the posterior probability for the model parameters {p}
given the data {d}, and is the distribution we report in
all following sections. P({p}, H) is the prior probability
for {p}, which we will define separately in each following
section. Finally, P({d}|H) is the probability of obtaining
the data set {d} under the hypothesis for the underlying
model. This probability is often called the evidence for
the model, and while it plays a critical role in Bayesian
model selection (i.e., in deciding which hypotheses are a
better fit to the data set), for our purposes it is simply a
proportionality constant.
Since we are working with Asimov data, we use a
binned likelihood function instead of the unbinned like-
lihood function that is a less lossy choice for relatively
small data sets [45]. This means that our likelihood func-
tion is the product of Poisson probabilities for finding Noi
observed events in bin i given the theoretically expected
Nei events for parameter values {p},
L({Noi }|{Nei }) =
Nbins∏
i
(Nei )
Noi
Noi !
eN
e
i . (24)
We explore the posterior probability of each ensemble
of mock data sets using the MultiNest nested sampling
code [228–230]. For most of the benchmark points we
explore in later sections, we set the parameters efr=0.4,
tol= 10−5, and use 104 live points. We will comment
when we set these parameters to other values. We achieve
efficient convergence with these parameters, and find ro-
bust values of the Bayesian evidence. As the authors
of MultiNest have noted, MultiNest converges faster
when the dimensionality of the space used for mode sep-
aration is smaller than the number of dimensions if the
number of dimensions is large.
In the next three sections, we show many examples
of marginalized 1- and 2-dimensional posteriors. These
are probability distribution functions of the one or two
parameters of interest. They may be obtained (as here,
in the case of a 2D posterior) by integrating the posterior
over the remainder of the theoretical parameters,
P(p1, p2|{d}) =
∫
P({p}|{d})
N∏
i=3
dpi. (25)
VI. NON-DIRECTIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND
WIMP PARTICLE PROPERTIES
In this section, we illustrate which WIMP particle
properties can be recovered from direct-detection exper-
iments. We use only one fiducial velocity distribution: a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with a hard cut-off at
the Galactic escape velocity. This is not to say that dif-
ferences in velocity distributions cannot be important, as
we will see in the following two sections, but we make this
choice so as to focus on WIMP particle properties in this
section.
A. Spin-dependent and -independent interactions
In this section, we consider the capability of Gen-
eration 2 experiments to distinguish between spin-
independent and -dependent scattering, assuming WIMP
particle-physics benchmark parameters that are just be-
yond current sensitivities. We follow the general arc of
Pato [46], but show how constraints on WIMP physics
parameters depend both on the types of experiments
available and on assumptions about the specific parame-
ters in the WIMP velocity distribution.
Because the sensitivity of an experiment to spin-
dependent interactions depends sensitively on the iso-
topic abundances within the target volume, in this sec-
tion we deviate from the rest of this work (and from Pato
[46]) by including realistic isotopic abundances in our
model experiments. The isotopes and their mass frac-
tions within each experiment are given in Table II. It
is particularly important to have a realistic mass frac-
tion of the experiments for isotopes sensitive to spin-
dependent interactions, those with odd atomic numbers.
For the most part, the abundances match nature, which
is what is used for most experiments. There are a cou-
ple of exceptions—we lump the natural abundances of
any Xenon isotope above A = 132 in with 132Xe; and
76Ge with 74Ge. While 76Ge is important for neutrinoless
double-beta decay experiments, the difference in isotope
mass is small for our purposes, so we model these heavy,
even-nucleon isotopes of Germanium together. Another
difference from the rest of this work is that we treat
COUPP-500 as having two energy bins. This is meant
to mimic a possible strategy for the PICO collaboration,
to increase the energy threshold of the experiment once
several tens of events have been found at a low thresh-
old, in order to find the e-folding scale for the energy
spectrum (another strategy is to switch target fluids).
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Experiment Target Target Mass
(amu)
Energy Range
(keV)
Exposure
(ton-yr)
Energy bin
width (keV)
Xenon Xe 131 7-45 [224] 2.0 1.0
Argon Ar 40
30-100
[201, 225]
2.0 1.0
Germanium Ge 73 8-100 [226] 0.2 1.0
Silicon Si 28 7-100 [102] 0.2 1.0
COUPP-500 CF3I 12,19,127 10-200 [227] 1.0 190.0
TABLE I: Parameters used for the mock experiments in this work. All experiments are assumed to have perfect resolution and
zero background.
Experiment Isotope Mass Fraction
Xenon 129Xe 0.26
131Xe 0.21
132Xe 0.53
Argon 40Ar 1
Germanium 70Ge 0.21
72Ge 0.28
73Ge 0.08
74Ge 0.43
Silicon 28Si 0.95
29Si 0.05
COUPP-500 12C 0.06
19F 0.29
127I 0.65
TABLE II: Isotopic abundances in experiments for Sec. VI A.
We model COUPP-500 as having two energy bins: 10-
30 keV, and 30-50 keV. A key point in this discussion is
that COUPP-500 is the experiment with by far the best
sensitivity to spin-dependent interactions, although it is
the experiment with the worst energy sensitivity.
In Table III, we show the benchmark WIMP points we
use for the spin-dependent and spin-independent analy-
sis. Most of our benchmarks (2-5) center on a WIMP
with mass mχ= 50 GeV, which is the mass to which
most experiments have the best sensitivity (see Fig. 6).
We show one example of a low-mass WIMP (10 GeV;
Benchmark 1). We also investigated high-mass WIMPs,
but the trends were not significantly different than for
mχ= 50 GeV. The cross sections are chosen such that
they lie just below current exclusion limits (assuming a
SHM velocity distribution) for the given WIMP mass.
For spin-independent scattering, our fiducial cross sec-
tions are 1 zb (10−45 cm2) for mχ= 50 GeV. The fiducial
spin-independent cross section is two orders of magnitude
higher for Benchmark 1 because of the reduced experi-
mental sensitivity for low-mass WIMPs. We note that
experiments with extremely low thresholds (e.g., CDM-
Slite [180], CoGeNT [174], DAMIC [195]) can contribute
significantly to constraints in this region of parameter
space, as can Xenon-based experiments with improved
light collection. We enforce isospin symmetry for spin-
independent interactions in both our benchmark models
and our fits. For our analysis, we constrain the quan-
tity ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p (or with σ
SD
p ) instead of σ
SI
p , since these
parameters are degenerate with each other.
For spin-dependent scattering, we choose a spin-
dependent WIMP-nucleon cross section = 10−39 cm2
(10−3 pb) for Benchmark 1, and one order of magni-
tude smaller for the higher-mass benchmarks. Primarily
we consider the case in which an/ap = −1, an MSSM-
inspired choice. In Benchmark 5, we consider the ex-
treme case in which there is no coupling to neutrons,
only to protons: an/ap = 0. We consider cases in which
we expect a similar number of events resulting from spin-
dependent and spin-independent scattering (Benchmarks
1 and 2), a case in which spin-independent scattering
dominates (Benchmark 3), and in which spin-dependent
scattering dominates (Benchmarks 4 & 5).
We sample the posterior distribution for the WIMP
parameters (the 7 parameters listed in Table III) using
the prior probabilities given in Table IV. There are two
different sets of priors on the velocity parameters in order
to evaluate both the effects of the prior volume on the
posterior as well as the possibility of reconstructing the
WIMP velocity distribution from small-ish numbers of
events. The “weak priors” are broad, flat priors about
the fiducial values. These prior ranges are quite wide, but
especially for Benchmark 1, span a wide range of shapes
in the high-speed tail of the WIMP speed distribution.
The “strong priors” are flat within a ∼ 10% range about
the fiducial velocity-distribution parameters.
We discuss Benchmark 2 first. In Fig. 7, we show
marginalized one-dimensional posteriors for the WIMP
parameters as a function of which experiments are in-
cluded in the analysis. Each line type corresponds to a
different ensemble of experiments used in the analysis;
the black dotted lines include only Argon, Germanium,
and Xenon, which have somewhat limited spin-dependent
sensitivity. Those data are mostly dominated by Xenon,
and these isotopes are primarily sensitive to σSDn , not
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Benchmark mχ(GeV) ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p ρχσ
SD
p /m
2
p (10
−46GeV−1 cm−1) an/ap vlag(km/s) σv (km/s) vesc(km/s)
1 10 300 3× 106 -1 220 155 544
2 50 3 3× 105 -1 220 155 544
3 50 3 3× 103 -1 220 155 544
4 50 0.03 3× 105 -1 220 155 544
5 50 0.03 3× 105 0 220 155 544
TABLE III: Benchmark points for Sec. VI A. For the cross-section-related parameters, ρχσp/m
2
p = 3 × 10−46 GeV−1 cm−1
corresponds to 1 zb (10−45 cm2) if ρχ = 0.3 GeV cm−3. vesc is set to the preliminary RAVE central value for this parameter
[153].
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FIG. 7: Marginalized one-dimensional posteriors for Benchmark 2 as a function of experiment ensemble. For
the top row and the left-hand panel on the bottom row, we show posteriors with the strong velocity priors. For the right two
bottom panels, we show the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity parameters inferred when weak velocity priors are used. The vertical
lines show the benchmark parameter values.
σSDp . The red dot-dashed line includes COUPP-500, and
the blue dashed lines add Silicon to the mix. The verti-
cal solid lines show the benchmark parameter values. The
main conclusion of these plots, and in fact of much of this
subsection on spin-dependent scattering, is that COUPP-
500 is crucial to characterizing WIMPs that have signif-
icant spin-dependent interactions with nuclei, even if it
has poor energy sensitivity. Not only does it have good
spin-dependent sensitivity, but it is complementary to
Germanium, Xenon, and Silicon experiments in that it is
primarily sensitive to σSDp , not σ
SD
n . All but the bottom
center and bottom right panels use the strong velocity
priors. The bottom center and bottom right panels show
the WIMP velocity parameters inferred from the exper-
imental ensembles. Clearly, the data are strong enough
to overcome the prior to make strong statements about
vlag and σv, especially if COUPP-500 is included. As
we show in Sec. VII, velocity-distribution constraints im-
prove with the number of experiments with different tar-
get nuclei, that see at least a few tens of events. This
leads to improved constraints for the WIMP particle
properties. However, the data are not strong enough to
overcome the prior on vesc; the posterior is almost com-
pletely flat over the prior range for this parameter.
We show the dependence of the posterior on the choice
of velocity prior for Benchmark 2 in Fig. 8. The WIMP
mass and spin-dependent cross section show the largest
improvement in the width of the posteriors with the
strong velocity priors relative to the weak ones, reduc-
ing the width of the posterior by approximately a factor
of two. However, there is only modest improvement in
either the spin-independent cross section or the neutron-
to-proton coupling ratio an/ap. Similar to Pato [46], we
find that it is difficult to distinguish negative from posi-
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FIG. 8: Marginalized one-dimensional posteriors for Benchmark 2 with weak or strong velocity priors. In this
case, we use all five experiments for constraints.
Parameter Prior type Prior Range
mχ(GeV) log-flat [0.1-10
4]
ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p (10
−46GeV−1 cm−1) log-flat [0.007-105]
ρχσ
SD
p /m
2
p (10
−46GeV−1 cm−1) log-flat [0.1-109]
an/ap flat [-10,10]
vlag(km/s) Weak prior flat [0-2000]
Strong prior flat [200-240]
σv (km/s) Weak prior flat [0-2000]
Strong prior flat [140-170]
vesc(km/s) Weak prior flat [490-600]
Strong prior flat [540-550]
TABLE IV: Priors for the spin-dependent analysis in
Sec. VI A.
tive values of an/ap with our particular ensemble of mock
experiments. This situation is likely only to improve if
experiments become more highly enriched in odd-spin
isotopes.
In Benchmarks 3 and 4, we either crank down the spin-
dependent scattering (3) or the spin-independent scatter-
ing (4) while leaving other parameters unchanged from
Benchmark 2. Those cranked-down cross sections are low
enough that they produce negligible numbers of events
in the experiments relative to the dominant interaction
type. For Benchmark 3, similar conclusions to Bench-
mark 2 hold. We find similar constraints on the veloc-
ity parameters as with Benchmark 2. We correctly find
only an upper limit on ρχσ
SD
p /m
2
p, and cannot constrain
an/ap. In Fig. 9, we show constraints on mχ as a func-
tion of experiment, and as a function of velocity prior.
For ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p, the trends with ensemble of experiment
and velocity prior look similar to those for mχ shown in
Fig. 9.
The situation is different for Benchmark 4, in which
case we dial down the spin-independent cross section,
such that only spin-dependent interactions dominate the
recoil spectrum. We illustrate our results in Figures 10
and 11. The lines on the plots have the same mean-
ings as in Figures 7 and 8. In this case, the experiments
do not meaningfully constrain the velocity distribution
under the assumption of weak velocity priors, so the con-
straints on the WIMP physics parameters in Fig. 10 are
more prior dominated. While our priors for the veloc-
ity parameters are perhaps overly broad, they illustrate
how important it is to get the model for the WIMP ve-
locity distribution right in order to untangle data that
are highly spin-dependent-interaction dominated. This
arises because Xenon and COUPP-500 are the experi-
ments with the most events, but COUPP-500 does not
have the energy resolution for this combination of exper-
iments to yield better velocity-distribution constraints.
As we show in Sec. VII, one typically needs to get a
number of events in at least three experiments with good
energy resolution to get a good constraint on the WIMP
mass. In our case, because of the small event totals in
several experiments, constraints are quite poor with only
the Xenon, Argon, and Germanium experiments—for ex-
ample, we only get a lower limit on the WIMP mass.
However, with the addition of the COUPP-500 and
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FIG. 9: Marginalized one-dimensional posteriors for
Benchmark 3 for mχ. In the top panel, we show the
mχ posteriors under the assumption of strong velocity priors.
Each line corresponds to a different ensemble of experiments.
In the bottom panel, we show the effects of the velocity priors
using data from all five mock experiments.
Silicon experiments, the constraints on mχ are still rea-
sonable (uncertainties of ∼ 20%) even with the weak ve-
locity prior, although the posteriors are biased as a result
of the large velocity prior volume. Thus, even with the
types of Generation 2 experiments planned, there ought
to be reasonable sensitivity to WIMP masses. Moreover,
constraints on an/ap are similar to those achieved for
Benchmark 2.
Next, we consider Benchmark 5, the case in which
there is no spin-dependent coupling to neutrons, only to
protons. In this case, we have similarly dialed down the
spin-independent interactions to a negligible level. The
key trends we find for Benchmark 4 hold here: The big
three experiments, Argon, Germanium, and Xenon do
not say much; Germanium and Xenon are primarily sen-
sitive to WIMP-neutron interactions. COUPP-500 saves
the day with its sensitivity to WIMP-proton interactions,
but only with strong velocity priors. There is little sensi-
tivity to the WIMP velocity distribution because of the
poor energy resolution of COUPP-500, but the WIMP
physics parameters (cross section, WIMP mass, an/ap)
are somewhat better constrained with the strong veloc-
ity prior. Interestingly, an/ap is constrained to be in the
range −0.3 to 0.1 even with weak velocity priors, and the
spin-independent cross section is constrained to be van-
ishingly small. However, constraints on the WIMP mass
and ρχσ
SD
p /m
2
χ are extremely poor (i.e., highly prior-
dominated) without a velocity prior. Again, this is be-
cause of the (lack of) energy resolution in COUPP-500.
Finally, we explore constraints as a function of WIMP
mass. In Fig. 12, we show constraints on mχ for a bench-
mark mχ= 10 GeV (Benchmark 1). We show constraints
as a function of experimental ensemble with strong ve-
locity priors in the top panel, and the difference between
strong and weak velocity priors on the five-experiment
ensemble in the bottom panel. The velocity prior dra-
matically affects the width of the posterior distribution
for the WIMP mass. We find that this is because,
again, the velocity distribution is poorly constrained by
the data, which translates into poor constraints on the
WIMP mass and cross sections. However, the uncertain-
ties on an/ap are similar to those achieved by the Bench-
mark 2 experiments, and are relatively insensitive to the
velocity prior. We note that for this particular bench-
mark, dropping the threshold of Xenon by a factor of 2
leads to tens-of-percent improvement in the WIMP mass
uncertainty even with weak velocity priors.
The following are the key points from this section:
• The parameter that is most robustly constrained,
regardless of velocity distribution, is the absolute
magnitude of the ratio of spin-dependent couplings
to neutrons and protons, |an/ap|. This is robustly
found only when COUPP-500, the only experiment
we consider with strong couplings to protons, is
considered. Unfortunately, determining the sign of
an/ap was not possible with any of our benchmarks.
Pato [46] suggests that the sign may only be de-
termined with several ton-years of exposure with
several different odd-spin isotopes.
• Because COUPP-500 is the only experiment we
consider with strong spin-dependent WIMP-proton
couplings, it greatly aids WIMP physics parame-
ter estimation. However, on account of its non-
existent energy resolution, it does not help much
with WIMP velocity distribution reconstruction if
spin-dependent WIMP-proton couplings are large
compared to other couplings.
• We achieve the best constraints on mχ, ρχσSIp /m2p,
ρχσ
SD
p /m
2
p, and the velocity parameters for
moderate-mass (∼ 50 − 200 GeV) WIMPs with
comparable spin-independent and spin-dependent
interaction rates. This is in part a consequence
of our choice in the ensemble of experiments, and
in part is a consequence of the kinematics of scat-
ter. It is important to have a diverse set of ex-
periments, with different target isotopes, and with
some energy resolution. The poorest constraints
came for Benchmark 1, our low-mass WIMP bench-
mark. Unsurprisingly, experiments with low energy
thresholds will be critical to unveiling the proper-
ties of low-mass WIMPs.
• The escape velocity from the Galaxy vesc is never
constrained by the data, at least for our benchmark
points.
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FIG. 10: Marginalized one-dimensional posteriors for Benchmark 4 as a function of experiment ensemble. The
meanings of the lines are the same as in Fig. 7. Again, for all parameters but the velocity-related parameters, strong velocity
priors are used. For the velocity parameters, we use weak velocity priors.
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FIG. 11: Marginalized one-dimensional posteriors for Benchmark 4 with weak or strong velocity priors. In this
case, we use all five experiments for constraints.
B. Effective operators
In this section, we address the question of how well
the different underlying physical scenarios discussed in
Sec. II A 2 can be reconstructed with direct detection.
For the most part, this section summarizes points of
Ref. [231], but we also wish to point the reader to Ref. [91]
for a similar discussion.
To evaluate theoretical limitations for Wilson-
coefficient estimation with upcoming data, we consider
three benchmark experiments described in Table V,
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Experiment Target material [A] Exposure [kg-yr] Energy window [keV]
Xenon Xe [131] 2000 5-40
Germanium Ge [73] 100 8-100
GeLT Ge [73] 4 0.3-100
TABLE V: Key experimental parameters for benchmark experiments considered in Sec. VI B.
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FIG. 12: WIMP mass estimated with Benchmark 1
data. In the top panel, we show the marginalized WIMP
mass posterior with three different sets of experiments. We
assume strong velocity priors. We see that COUPP-500 and
Silicon narrow the posterior distribution. However, the real
driver of the narrowness of the posterior distribution is the
velocity prior (bottom panel, all five experiments).
Parameter h1 [GeV
−2] h2 [GeV−3] `1 [-] `2 [GeV−1]
Normalization 10−10 10−9 10−13 10−11
Prior range 0.1–10 000 0.1–10 000 0.1–10 000 0.1–10 000
Fiducial value 36 118 104 40
TABLE VI: Normalizations, prior ranges, and fiducial values
for the four cross-section parameters used to generate Asimov
data analyzed in Figs. 13, 14, 15, and 16 of Sec. VI B.
where the efficiency is folded into the exposure for a
given experiment, perfect energy resolution assumed, and
backgrounds and Poisson noise neglected. We add an ex-
periment to this section that is not included in other
sections, namely an ultra-low-threshold and ultra-low-
background germanium experiment inspired by C4 or
CDMSlite [178, 180], which we name GeLT. An ultra-
low threshold experiment is necessary in order to resolve
the sharply falling energy spectra of operators `1 and `2
Experiment h1 = 36 h2=118 `1=104 `2=40
Xenon 473 489 618 509
Germanium 14 15 20 15
GeLT 0 0 45 2
TABLE VII: Total number of events expected for each of the
three benchmark experiments in Asimov data discussed in
Sec. VI B.
(Eq. (13) and Fig. 3).
We generate Asimov data using Eq. (14) with Wilson-
coefficient values given by normalizations times the fidu-
cial values listed in Table VI. Each of our simulations
was generated using only one of the scattering opera-
tors, while the rest of the coefficients are set to zero.
The normalizations for the coefficients are chosen so as
to be just below the current exclusion limits derived
from Xenon100 data, at mχ=100 GeV. For the pur-
poses of this section, we only simulate scenarios with
mχ=100 GeV, and assume a Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution, with the following fiducial astrophysical param-
eters: ρχ = 0.3 GeV/cm
3, vlag = 220 km/sec, σv = 155
km/sec vesc = 533 km/sec (in the Galactocentric refer-
ence frame). This velocity distribution is fixed in the
analysis as well; we assume perfect knowledge of the
WIMP velocity distribution. In this work, we analyze
each data set separately, and also combine data from the
three experiments.
We are interested in the posterior probability distribu-
tions for the dark matter particle mass mχ and a subset
of the four Wilson coefficients h1, h2, `1, and `2. We
allow the chosen coefficients to vary in the prior range
given in Table VI for the Wilson coefficients, and we
explore mass prior range between 1 and 1000 GeV; we
assume log-flat priors for all parameters, and verify that
our conclusions are not sensitive to a particular choice
of priors. As described in Sec. V, each of our likelihood
functions is calculated per energy bin. We choose a width
of about 1 keV for each bin (such that the number of bins
depends on the span of the energy window), except for
the case of GeLT, where we use 20 bins. We perform pa-
rameter estimation using MultiNest using tol = 0.1
and 2000 live points, obtaining about 10 000 likelihood
samples per run.
As the first step, we perform parameter estimation
for the Wilson coefficient corresponding to the opera-
tor that was used to generate the mock data at hand.
This step explores how well the data can measure the
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FIG. 13: Posterior probability distributions with the 68% and 95% confidence-level intervals, and corresponding
marginal distributions, for the h1 effective operator. The posteriors are recovered from a simulation generated for three
different experiments only with the h1 operator. Free parameters are dark-matter particle mass and the cross-section parameter
h1 (notice that the normalization and units of h1 are given in Table VI). The input values for the simulation are marked with
a cross. In marginalized distributions, the dashed lines marks the input values. The precision of the parameter estimation
improves when data from different experiments are combined, as shown in the right-most panel.
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FIG. 14: Same as Fig. 13, but with h2.
value of a given Wilson coefficient, supposing we assume
the right underlying effective operator. Illustrations of
the recovered posteriors, including marginalized posteri-
ors and 68% and 95% credible intervals, are presented in
Figs. 13, 14, and 15. The constraints for `2 show almost
exactly the same morphology as for `1, so we only show
the results for `1. The input values for a given parameter
are marked with a cross. In corresponding marginalized
distributions, the input values are also denoted. We see
that, for a signal just below the current upper limit, Ger-
manium and Xenon would detect a dozen and a few hun-
dred events, respectively, and the measurements of the
relevant parameters tend to be quite accurate—the esti-
mated parameter values are typically not biased. On the
other hand, there remains a large degeneracy between
the mass and the cross-section parameters, so the esti-
mation has a limited precision—the credible regions are
relatively broad, even in the case where we assume the
correct underlying operator.
However, the precision of parameter estimation is im-
proved when data sets from different experiments are
combined. As we discuss throughout this paper, using
different and complementary targets has a big impact on
breaking degeneracies and improving precision in direct-
detection data sets. In particular, due to a sharp fall-off
of the recoil rate at high recoil energies in the case of
some operators (such as those representing interactions
with light mediators), experiments with very low energy
thresholds (exemplified here with GeLT) are complemen-
tary to those that probe broad energy windows with large
exposures, such as Xenon and Germanium, especially to
tease out the mediator mass. A specific illustration of
this is the suppression of the posterior-probability tails
(observed when data from one of the experiments are an-
alyzed) as a result of combining different data sets. While
in this case for our particular benchmark points Xenon
still dominates the posteriors (since it detects so many
more events than the other experiments), in many scenar-
ios the low-threshold experiments are essential for con-
straining WIMP parameters [231]. Lowering the Xenon
threshold would also be highly desirable.
As the second step, we use the same mock data sets
and perform parameter estimation, including two of the
Wilson-coefficients as free parameters. This step tests if
the data are good enough to distinguish different under-
lying scenarios, if the analysis is performed more agnos-
tically, with no assumptions about which operator domi-
nates the recoil spectrum. The results of this exercise are
shown in Fig. 16, for the case where the underlying the-
ory only has either only h1 (two upper panels), or only
h2 (two lower panels). In both cases, the estimation is
again relatively accurate—the data are able to pick out
which of the parameters dominates the recoil spectrum—
but the combination of the broad-energy-window data
with the low-recoil-energy data from GeLT is important
in shrinking the credible regions.
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FIG. 15: Same as Fig. 13, but with `1.
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FIG. 16: A simulation containing only h1 (two upper panels), and only h2 (two lower panels), setting all other
operators to zero, is analyzed by letting the mass, h1, and h2 to vary as free parameters. In both cases, the data
are able to pick out the dominant parameter, estimating the other parameter to be zero. A cross denotes the input value.
The precision of parameter estimation crucially depends on a wide energy-window coverage of the experiments included in the
analysis.
C. Inelastic and exothermic dark matter
In this section, we consider the possibility of uncover-
ing inelastic WIMP scattering (in the iDM and exoDM
frameworks; see Sec. II) in direct-detection experiments.
In this case, we model experiments according to Table I.
We illustrate experimental capabilities to uncover inelas-
tic scattering using the three benchmark points detailed
in Table VIII. In each case, we are explicitly setting
to zero any spin-dependent or effective-operator interac-
tions, and are considering only spin-independent interac-
tions, for both event simulation and analysis. We choose
two benchmark points (2 & 3) with a moderately heavy
WIMP of mχ= 50 GeV. We also checked higher WIMP
masses (specifically, mχ= 200 GeV). However, the results
were similar to the mχ= 50 GeV case, but for the well-
known fact that it is typically only possible to set lower
bounds for the WIMP mass and cross section because of
the strong degeneracy between mχ and σ
SI
p . This degen-
eracy results from the fact that energy spectra are essen-
tially indistinguishable for mχ mT unless the splitting
between states in the WIMP multiplet δ is large (see Eq.
(17)).
For the mχ= 50 GeV iDM benchmarks, we choose two
different values of δ : 0 keV and 40 keV. The former is
a purely elastic case, but we are interested to see how
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well one can constrain an elastic interaction in the case
in which one is agnostic about the number of states in
the WIMP multiplet. The second case is one with a mild
splitting. Of course, larger splittings are typically eas-
ier to distinguish because they can significantly alter the
shape and magnitude of the energy spectrum for at least
one experiment. In this particular case (Benchmark 3),
Fig. 5 shows that the purely exponential part of the re-
coil spectrum lies above threshold for Xenon and Argon,
but not Germanium and Silicon. However, in the case of
Silicon, few events are expected regardless of the magni-
tude of δ for our choice of spin-independent cross section,
so it is not influential in parameter estimation.
We also choose one exoDM benchmark (1). In this
case, we consider a low-mass WIMP (5 GeV). This bench-
mark point lies on the low end of the CDMS-Silicon al-
lowed region for exoDM [103].
For our parameter estimation, we use the priors and
parameter ranges given in Table IX. We consider both
strong and weak velocity priors, as in Sec. VI A.
We consider the exoDM case, Benchmark 1, first. In
Fig. 17, we show one-dimensional marginalized poste-
riors for mχ, ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p, and δ. In the top row, we
show posteriors for the three standard big experiments—
Argon, Germanium, and Xenon—alone, and then with
the addition of the Silicon experiment. In the former
case, essentially zero events are expected for the Argon
and Xenon experiments, but of order 10 events for Ger-
manium and a few hundred for Silicon. For the top row
of Fig. 17, we apply the strong velocity priors. We find,
as expected, that the addition of the Silicon experiment
drastically improves parameter estimation, especially for
the cross section (middle panel).
In the second row, we show the difference in the poste-
riors assuming either weak or strong velocity priors, in-
cluding information from all four experiments. We find
that the posteriors are offset from the fiducial values in
the case in which we assume weak velocity priors, but are
well-centered for the strong velocity priors. This is be-
cause we have large prior volumes for the weak-velocity-
prior case, and the data are not sufficient to significantly
constrain the velocity distribution beyond the priors. We
illustrate this using Fig. 18. Here we show the posteriors
for vlag and σv for the three- and four-experiment cases.
Because there are so few events for the big three exper-
iments, there is essentially no constraint on the velocity
parameters. When Silicon is added, the constraints get
better. However, there is a long tail to large velocity pa-
rameters that leads to a long tail in mχ and ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p.
The down side of using Bayesian inference is that if both
the prior volume is large and the data are not sufficiently
constraining, parameter estimation is prior-dominated,
not data-dominated. This is what shifts the peaks of the
posterior distribution from the benchmark values, even
when we have essentially perfect data. When the velocity
priors are strong, and the prior volume is greatly reduced,
the posteriors do center on the benchmarks.
By dropping the threshold of the Xenon experiment
to 4 keV, we find that the posteriors improve dramati-
cally even with weak velocity priors. In fact, dropping
the Xenon threshold and using weak velocity priors leads
to posteriors that are not significantly wider than those
using the fiducial energy threshold but imposing strong
velocity priors. Low thresholds are important for disen-
tangling exoDM models with minimal assumptions about
the WIMP speed distribution.
We conclude that for exoDM, Silicon-based experi-
ments and low energy thresholds for other experiments
are necessary to characterize the WIMP properties, un-
less we have strong reasons to be confident about the
shape of the WIMP velocity distribution.
Next, we consider Benchmark 2, the elastic-scattering
case with mχ= 50 GeV. We show the one-dimensional
posteriors for the particle-physics WIMP parameters in
Fig. 19. As with Fig. 17, we show the difference in poste-
rior between using three and four experiments assuming
strong velocity priors in the top row, and posteriors for
the four-experiment case with weak and strong velocity
priors in the bottom row. Unlike Benchmark 1, Silicon
adds little to the constraints. This is because there are
few events in the Silicon experiment relative to the other
experiments. The parameter for which the addition of
the Silicon data is most important is δ. The three big
experiments, Argon, Germanium, and Xenon, are quite
constraining, even with weak velocity priors. Constraints
do not improve when lowering the Xenon energy thresh-
old. This is because the fiducial data are also sufficient to
constrain the velocity distribution as well as the WIMP
particle-physics parameters. We conclude that for elas-
tic WIMPs, we can constrain δ to ±(10 − 20) keV even
with quite weak velocity priors. We caution that the
constraints are likely to worsen with real data, as Pois-
son noise can become important. On the other hand,
constraints should strengthen with larger data sets.
Finally, we consider Benchmark 3, the one true iDM
case we are considering in this section. Unlike for Bench-
mark 2, the parameter constraints are overall worse
across the board. This is illustrated in Fig. 20. The
constraints on the WIMP mass are far weaker than for
Benchmark 2, a fact that is not helped by the addition
of the Silicon experiment, and which is velocity-prior-
dominated. With strong velocity priors, we can confi-
dently say that WIMPs must scatter inelastically, but we
cannot say much beyond that. The key problem, which
is also illustrated in Fig. 5, is that the thresholds of the
experiments are high enough to not catch the low-recoil-
energy rollover in the energy spectrum. This means that
there is a major degeneracy between the WIMP veloci-
ties and the energy state splitting δ, which is shown in
Eq. (17). This degeneracy encompasses the WIMP mass
as well. The Silicon experiment can in principle resolve
the rollover, but sees so few events that it does not help
much. When we lower the Xenon energy threshold to 4
keV, constraints improve in the direction of greatly trun-
cating the long tails in the posterior distribution toward
large δ and cross section. For iDM experiments, it is im-
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Benchmark mχ(GeV) ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p (10
−46GeV−1 cm−1) δ (keV) vlag(km/s) σv (km/s) vesc(km/s)
1 5 300 -50 220 155 544
2 50 3 0 220 155 544
3 50 3 40 220 155 544
TABLE VIII: Benchmark points for Sec. VI C. For the cross-section-related parameters, ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p = 3 × 10−46 GeV−1 cm−1
corresponds to 1 zb (10−45 cm2) if ρχ = 0.3 GeV cm−3.
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FIG. 17: Marginalized one-dimensional posterior probabilities for Benchmark 1. In the top row, we show the
difference in posterior probabilities for a combination of three experiments (Argon, Germanium, and Xenon), and with four
experiments (including Silicon). In this row, we use the strong velocity priors. In the bottom row, we show posteriors using
the four experiments, but with either strong or weak velocity priors. The experiments do not strongly constrain the velocity
distribution, and its large prior volume weights the posterior away from the fiducial parameter values.
Parameter Prior type Prior Range
mχ(GeV) log-flat [0.1-10
4]
ρχσ
SI
p /m
2
p (10
−46GeV−1 cm−1) log-flat [0.007-105]
δ (keV) flat [-1000,1000]
vlag(km/s) Weak prior flat [0-2000]
Strong prior flat [200-240]
σv (km/s) Weak prior flat [0-2000]
Strong prior flat [140-170]
vesc(km/s) Weak prior flat [490-600]
Strong prior flat [540-550]
TABLE IX: Priors for the inelastic and exothermic dark-
matter analysis.
portant that the energy thresholds be low enough to re-
solve the turnover in the energy spectrum. In the purely
elastic case, the energy spectrum is a falling exponential
for most conventional WIMP-nuclear operators—there is
no break. If a turnover in the energy spectrum is ob-
served, it is evidence in favor of inelastic scattering. It
breaks the degeneracy between the WIMP velocity and
δ, and leads to better constraints all around.
In conclusion, we find that in order to characterize ex-
oDM, it is important to have experiments with low energy
thresholds and experiments with low atomic mass. The
low threshold is important such that experiments with
heavy target nuclei will see some events. For iDM, low
thresholds and a variety of target nuclei are important
in order to resolve the turnover in the energy spectrum.
While seeing the turnover in one experiment would be
interesting (although possibly degenerate with non-zero
h2 from Sec. VI B), the pattern of recoil spectrum shapes
in an ensemble of experiments would be a smoking gun
for iDM. We could start setting interesting constraints
on the WIMP particle parameters (and velocity distribu-
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FIG. 18: Velocity parameters for Benchmark 1 with
weak velocity priors. The line types correspond to different
ensembles of experiments.
tion). Importantly, this would greatly reduce the prior
dependence of the velocity distribution parameter esti-
mation. In each figure in this section, we saw how much
better parameter constraints were with the strong rather
than weak velocity priors. However, even for typical de-
signs for Generation 2 experiments, it should be possible
to distinguish |δ| > 20 keV from elastic dark matter for
cross sections just below current sensitivities.
VII. NON-DIRECTIONAL EXPERIMENTS
AND WIMP ASTROPHYSICS
A. Overview
In this section, we consider the prospects for recon-
structing the particle-physics properties of dark matter
while accounting for astrophysical uncertainties in direct-
detection data, as well as the prospects for recovering
the dark-matter distribution function itself. Knowledge
of the WIMP speed distribution is instrumental in calcu-
lating the expected event rate at direct detection exper-
iments, influencing both the shape and normalization of
the observed event spectra. However, poor assumptions
about the speed distribution can lead to biased recon-
structions of the dark-matter mass and cross section (see
e.g. Ref. [45, 232]). It is therefore imperative that uncer-
tainties in the WIMP distribution are accounted for, not
least because this may allow us to measure any deviations
from the standard assumptions. We briefly summarize
previous attempts to accommodate these uncertainties,
before illustrating how the dark-matter properties can
be reconstructed using a recently proposed method.
As outlined in Sec. II C, there are significant uncertain-
ties in the parameters (vLSR, σv, vesc) associated with the
Standard Halo Model so a first step would be to incorpo-
rate these uncertainties into reconstructions. Strigari and
Trotta [232] introduce a simple model of the Milky Way
mass distribution, from which SHM velocity parameters
can be derived. They then use projected stellar kinemat-
ics and direct detection data to fit both the model pa-
rameters and the dark matter properties. A more direct
approach is to directly fit the SHM velocity parameters,
incorporating their uncertainties into the fitting likeli-
hood. This method has been considered by Peter [39],
and is typically used as a simple model of astrophysical
uncertainties (especially in studies which focus on other
aspects of direct detection, e.g. Ref. [233]). These meth-
ods allow bias in the reconstructed WIMP parameters to
be eliminated when the underlying speed distribution is
indeed in the SHM form. However, as shown by Peter
[45], these methods fail when the distribution function
differs from the standard Maxwellian case.
There have also been attempts to incorporate and fit
more realistic distribution functions. Pato et al. [234]
incorporate astrophysical uncertainties by using the dis-
tribution function of Lisanti et al. [155] and fitting the
various shape parameters associated with it. In a more
recent paper, Pato et al. [235] use projected direct de-
tection data to fit a model of the Milky Way mass dis-
tribution, from which they derive a self-consistent distri-
bution function using Eddington’s formula. This means
that the resulting speed distribution will be consistent
with the underlying potentials of the galaxy’s bulge, disk
and dark matter, incorporating a broader range of shapes
than the SHM alone. However, as the authors point out,
velocity distributions from cosmological N-body simula-
tions differ significantly from those expected from Ed-
dington’s formula. As with the Standard Halo Model,
fitting a realistically-motivated distribution function is
likely to result in biased reconstructions if the true dis-
tribution deviates significantly from the functional form
used for fitting.
Methods which make no assumptions about the func-
tional form of the speed distribution have had mixed suc-
cess. Drees and Shan [236] developed a method for esti-
mating the WIMP mass by calculating moments of the
speed distribution. However, this method still introduces
a bias into the reconstructed WIMP mass and performs
more poorly for heavier WIMPs and when finite energy
thresholds are considered. An empirical ansatz for the
speed distribution has also been suggested, specifically
dividing the WIMP speed into a series of bins, with the
distribution being constant within each bin [45]. A simi-
lar method using bins in momentum-space has also been
investigated [237]. However, both of these still result in a
significant bias in the reconstructed mass and cross sec-
tion.
In the following, we consider the reconstruction
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FIG. 19: Marginalized one-dimensional posterior probabilities for Benchmark 2. Lines have the same meaning as
for Fig. 17. The relative narrowness of the posteriors for the parameters even without strong velocity priors indicates that the
velocity constraints are better than for the exoDM case.
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FIG. 20: Marginalized one-dimensional posterior probabilities for Benchmark 3. The lines have the same meaning
as in Fig. 17.
prospects using the parametrization method presented
in Ref. [238]. This involves parametrizing the logarithm
of the WIMP speed distribution in the Earth frame
as a polynomial in the WIMP speed v. This ensures
that the resulting distribution is everywhere positive.
We parametrize up to a conservative maximum speed
vmax = 1000 km s
−1 and use the precise form:
f(v) = v2 exp
{
−
N−1∑
k=0
akP˜k
(
v
vmax
)}
, (26)
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Benchmark mχ / GeV σ
SI
p / cm
2 σSDp / cm
2
A 10 10−43 0
B 50 10−45 0
C 200 10−45 0
TABLE X: Summary of particle physics benchmarks used in
Section VII.
subject to the normalization condition∫ vmax
0
f(v) dv = 1 . (27)
We use a basis of shifted Legendre polynomials P˜k of
degree k = {0, 1, ..., N − 1} for the parametrization. In
this work, we use N = 5 basis polynomials. An in-depth
analysis of the effect of varying the number of basis func-
tions is left to a future paper. We attempt to fit the
particle physics parameters, mχ and σ
SI
p , and the speed
distribution parameters {a1, ..., a4}, with a0 fixed by nor-
malization. This method has previously been illustrated
using a single set of benchmark WIMP parameters [238]
and we aim to extend that analysis here.
B. Benchmarks
We generate mock data sets using three different sets
of theoretical WIMP parameters, which are shown in Ta-
ble X. These benchmarks are chosen to span the range
of sensitivity of direct detection experiments. WIMPs
lighter than around 10 GeV typically have too little ki-
netic energy to excite nuclear recoils with energy of order
a few keV. WIMPs which are significantly heavier than
the mass of the detector nuclei lead to a degeneracy in
the mχ − σp plane which leads to a loss of sensitivity to
the underlying WIMP mass. This degeneracy has been
explored thoroughly in the literature (see, for example,
Ref. [42, 45]), so we only consider an upper WIMP mass
of 200 GeV. We have also chosen the cross section for
each benchmark to be below the current exclusion limits
from Xenon100 [196]. We restrict the analysis to spin-
independent interactions, in order to focus on tackling
the astrophysical uncertainties of direct detection.
We consider three different underlying WIMP speed
distributions. The first is a standard halo model, with
the speed of the Local Standard of Rest (LSR) set to
220 km s−1 and σv = 155 km s−1. The second is an SHM
speed distribution with a 30% overdensity contributed by
a dark disk, which lags behind the Galactic distribution
at vlag = 50 km s
−1 with σv = 50 km s−1. This is a rel-
atively conservative dark disk scenario and is consistent
with typical estimates of the dark disk contribution of
between 25% and 150% [160, 162, 239]. Finally, we also
consider the functional form of Lisanti et. al [155] which
gives a good match to cosmological N-body simulations.
In the Galactic frame, this has the form:
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FIG. 21: Benchmark speed distributions (in the
Earth’s reference frame) used in Sec. VII.
Parameter Prior type Prior Range
mχ / GeV log-flat [1,1000]
σSIp / cm
2 log-flat [10−46, 10−42]
{ak} linearly-flat [-50, 50]
TABLE XI: Summary of priors used in Section VII.
f(v) = N
[
exp
(
vesc − |v|2
kv20
)
− 1
]k
Θ(vesc − |v|) . (28)
In this work, we consider the specific case of v0 =
220 km s−1 and spectral index k = 2.0. For all three
distributions, we impose a hard cut off above the es-
cape speed vesc = 544 km s
−1 in the Galactic frame.
These benchmark distributions, which we will refer to
as SHM, SHM+DD and LIS respectively, are illustrated
in in Fig. 21.
We assume that the local dark-matter density ρχ is
known exactly. As described in Sec. II C, ρχ in fact
has an uncertainty of around 50%. However, the local
dark matter density is entirely degenerate with the in-
teraction cross section. We are therefore free to fix ρχ
in our reconstructions, as long as we acknowledge that
this 50% uncertainty should now be associated with the
reconstructed values of σSIp . We note that we use only
N = 1000 live points in MultiNest for this section, as
the reconstructions are quite computationally intensive.
Finally, we include in Table XI a list of prior ranges used
in the reconstructions.
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C. Reconstructing mχ and σ
SI
p
We now present the results of parameter reconstruc-
tions for the particle physics parameters (mχ, σ
SI
p ). Fig.
22 show the 68% and 95% credible contours in the mχ-
σSIp plane for all 9 benchmarks obtained using all 5 ex-
periments detailed in Table I. Also shown are the true
values of the WIMP mass and cross section (crosses) and
the best fit (i.e. maximum likelihood) values (triangles).
In all 9 cases, the true values lie within the 95% contours,
indicating that there are no significant problems with the
reconstructions, for a range of WIMP masses and distri-
bution functions. For the 50 GeV WIMP, we also note
that the best fit point for all three distributions is close
to the true values. For the high mass case, there is signif-
icant degeneracy along a line σSIp ∝ mχ. This occurs in
all experiments (regardless of whether astrophysical un-
certainties are considered) and, as previously mentioned,
is caused by a loss of sensitivity to the WIMP mass. If
mχ significantly exceeds the mass of the target nucleus,
the recoil energy imparted becomes independent of mχ.
Varying the WIMP mass then simply rescales the total
number of WIMPs (for a given DM density), leading to
the degeneracy along σSIp ∝ mχ.
There also appears to be a bias in the reconstructed
value of the cross section for both the 10 GeV and
50 GeV WIMPs. This occurs because for lower mass
WIMPs, experiments probe only relatively high-speed
WIMP speeds. There is therefore little information about
what fraction of WIMPs lie at lower speeds, outside the
sensitivity of the experiments. This problem is unavoid-
able in methods which make no assumptions about the
speed distribution. Due to finite energy sensitivity win-
dows, direct-detection experiments can only probe a fi-
nite range of speeds. This problem is worst for the case
of 10 GeV WIMPs, for which only the high-v tail of the
distribution is probed, leading to a strong degeneracy in
the cross section. We note, however, that this degeneracy
in the cross section does not affect the reconstruction of
the WIMP mass, with no significant bias observed along
the mχ direction.
Next we consider how the number of experiments im-
pact these reconstructions, focusing on the reconstructed
WIMP mass. Consider, for example, data from a single
experiment. In attempting to fit particle- and astro-
physics to this data, any change in the reconstructed
WIMP mass can be exactly compensated by a change
in the fitted WIMP speed distribution. This leads to a
strong degeneracy and almost no constraints placed on
the mass. Physically, a single experiment measures the
energies of incoming WIMPs. Thus, a given nuclear re-
coil may be due to a heavy, slow-moving particle or a
lighter, faster-moving particle. Incorporating data from
different experiments allows this degeneracy to be bro-
ken, as a WIMP of a given mass and speed produces
different recoil energies in different detectors.
Fig. 23 shows the marginalized posterior for the WIMP
mass for all 9 benchmarks. We show the posterior ob-
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FIG. 22: Marginalized posterior distributions obtained
using the parametrization of Ref. [238]. Inner and outer
contours enclose the 68% and 95% credible regions respec-
tively. The input values of the parameters are shown as red
crosses, while the best-fit points are shown as black triangles.
Data were generated using the SHM (upper), SHM+DD (mid-
dle) and LIS (lower) distributions.
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tained using data from all 5 hypothetical experiments,
as well as the posterior obtained using data from sev-
eral pairings of detectors: Ar+Ge, Xe+Ar and Xe+Ge.
The reconstruction of the WIMP mass does not appear
to differ significantly between different underlying distri-
bution functions. This is a reflection of the fact that the
parametrization used here is able to effectively marginal-
ize over the astrophysical uncertainties. However, with
fewer experiments, there is a larger space of distribution
functions which can fit the data, leading to the increased
uncertainty in mχ which is observed.
In the case of a 200 GeV WIMP, the effect is least no-
ticeable as the uncertainties on the WIMP mass will be
large no matter which detectors we include. Because of
the mχ ∝σSIp degeneracy described earlier, adding more
data from experiments with a range of target masses adds
little extra information about the WIMP mass. The ef-
fect is much more pronounced for 10 GeV and 50 GeV
WIMPs, with the posterior probability distributions be-
coming significantly broader as we reduce the number
of experiments used. As an example, consider the 68%
credible interval obtained for a 50 GeV WIMP with the
SHM distribution function:
All experiments: mχ ∈ [41, 63] GeV (29)
Xe & Ge only: mχ ∈ [40, 138] GeV. (30)
The 68% interval has widened by a factor of ∼ 4 when
we reduce the number of experiments to just two. There
is less information to break the degeneracy between the
WIMP mass and speed distribution and thus the con-
straints are weaker.
We note that a particular pairing of detectors may per-
form differently depending on the underlying WIMP pa-
rameters. For the 50 GeV case, Xenon and Argon ex-
periments alone appear to be sufficient in recovering the
correct WIMP mass with relatively high precision. In
the 10 GeV case, however, this pairing produces very
poor results. In this case, the thresholds for the Argon
experiment are too low for light WIMPs to produce a sig-
nificant signal in the detector. Because of the cut off in
the distribution function at the escape speed, none of the
low mass WIMPs have sufficient energy to scatter in the
sensitivity window of the Argon experiment. Our ability
to pinpoint the mass is therefore significantly reduced.
Using several experiments, we have therefore been able
to reliably reconstruct the WIMP mass (though not the
interaction cross section). As we have demonstrated, us-
ing only a small number of experiments can increase the
uncertainties on the WIMP mass by a significant amount.
However, different combinations of experiments will lead
to smaller or larger uncertainties depending on the un-
derlying WIMP mass being probed.
D. Reconstructing f(v)
We now consider how well f(v) has been reconstructed
using this method. In the figures below, we present the
underlying speed distribution (solid line), as well as the
best fit reconstructed distribution (dashed line). We also
include an estimate of the uncertainty in the distribu-
tion function. This is obtained by marginalizing over the
value of the distribution independently at each value of v
and calculating the range of the 68% minimal credible in-
terval at each value. This is shown as a shaded region. It
should be noted that because f(v) must be normalized,
the uncertainties at different speeds are strongly corre-
lated, so this shaded region should be taken as an illus-
trative uncertainty only. We have also rescaled the best
fit distribution (and uncertainties) by a factor σSIrec/σ
SI
true,
the ratio of the reconstructed and true values of the
SI cross section. This allows us to compare the recon-
structed distribution with the underlying one, taking ac-
count of the degeneracy in σSIp . This rescaling only has
a significant effect for the mχ = 10 GeV case, where this
degeneracy is most pronounced.
Fig. 24 shows the reconstructed speed distribution for
all 9 benchmarks, using all mock experiments. The re-
construction for a 10 GeV WIMP gives a close fit for all
3 speed distributions at speeds above 400 km s−1. How-
ever, the reconstruction is insensitive to the structure of
the distribution function below this speed. For a WIMP
of mass 10 GeV, the lowest speed which can be probed
by the experiments is ∼ 425 km s−1, so we should not
be surprised by this loss of sensitivity. We also note that
for 10 GeV WIMPs the upper limit of the 68% inter-
val appears to trace the underlying distribution when we
might expect the true distribution to lie reasonably cen-
trally within this interval. However, this is a consequence
of the strong correlations between values of f at different
speeds and the approximate nature of the uncertainties.
For a 50 GeV WIMP, the experiments are sensitive
to a much larger range of speeds, from v ∼ 170 km s−1
upwards. The reconstruction for this benchmark is there-
fore accurate over a much wider range. In the case of the
SHM and LIS distributions, the best fit follows the under-
lying distribution closely over all speeds. However, in the
case of the SHM+DD distribution, there is a significant
deviation at low speeds. This does not impact the recon-
struction of the WIMP mass, however, as the dark disk
component lies mostly below the sensitivity of the exper-
iments. For a 50 GeV WIMP, the SHM and SHM+DD
distributions produce largely indistinguishable spectra
and this is reflected in the reconstruction of the speed
distribution.
WIMPs with higher masses will probe down to even
lower speeds. For a WIMP of mass 200 GeV, the hypo-
thetical experiments presented in this work would have
a sensitivity down to v ∼ 80 km s−1. This is why the
experiments are sensitive to the dark disk component of
the SHM+DD distribution in Fig. 24. We could attempt
to increase the accuracy of the fit by increasing the num-
ber of basis functions in the parametrization but that is
beyond the scope of the present work. Nonetheless, the
double peaked structure of the underlying distribution
function is recovered.
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FIG. 23: Marginalized 1-D posterior for the WIMP mass, obtained using the method of Ref. [238], as a function
of experiment ensemble. Shown are the results using all 5 experiments presented in Table I, as well as using several different
pairings of the Xe, Ar and Ge experiments. The vertical line marks the input mass.
We now compare with Fig. 25, in which we present re-
constructions for a 10 GeV WIMP using Xenon, Argon
and Germanium experiments (that is, we have discarded
the data from both the Silicon and COUPP experiments).
Here, we see a dramatic loss of accuracy in the recon-
structed speed distribution. The Silicon and COUPP ex-
periments consist of the lightest target nuclei and their
removal from the dataset has increased the lowest ac-
cessible speed of the experiments up to ∼ 570 km s−1.
Moreover, for mχ= 10 GeV, the Argon experiment ob-
serves no events (due to its high threshold energy). This
results in a much broader range of allowed WIMP masses.
This in turn results in a wide uncertainty in the range of
speeds being probed by the experiments. This explains
why the reconstruction appears to be shifted to lower
speeds in some cases. This is not a failing of this par-
ticular parametrization, but is caused by the poor sen-
sitivity of the Xe, Ar and Ge experiments to low speed
WIMPs. The reconstructions for the heavier WIMPs are
largely unaffected, as the range of accessible speeds for
those benchmarks is dominated by these three remaining
experiments.
E. Discussion
Using upcoming experiments, the prospects for recon-
structing both the WIMP mass and distribution func-
tion are promising. We have demonstrated that by using
a general parameterization of the speed distribution, we
can reconstruct the WIMP mass without appealing to
any assumptions about the astrophysics of dark matter.
As we have explained, this process requires multiple ex-
periments which use different target nuclei in order to
yield useful information. Using a wide range of experi-
ments leads to a significant reduction in the uncertainties
on the reconstructed WIMP mass. Simultaneously, we
can extract the shape of the WIMP speed distribution,
with the caveat that the results are only reliable over the
range of speeds to which the experiments are sensitive.
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FIG. 24: Reconstructed Earth-frame speed distributions for WIMP masses of 10 GeV (left column), 50 GeV
(middle column) and 200 GeV (right column). All 5 hypothetical experiments were used in the reconstruction. Three
different underlying speed distributions were used, as described in the text: SHM (top row), SHM+DD (middle row), LIS
(bottom row). The underlying distribution is shown as a solid line, the best fit is shown as a dashed line and the 68% credible
interval is shown as a shaded band. The reconstructed distribution has been rescaled by a factor σSIrec/σ
SI
true, as described in the
text.
However, any assumption-free method introduces an
unavoidable degeneracy in the interaction cross sec-
tion. Without knowing what fraction of WIMPs our
experiments are probing, we cannot reliably extract the
strength of WIMP-nucleon interactions. In order to
tackle this problem, it is necessary to use experiments
which probe as wide a range of WIMP speeds as pos-
sible. This can be achieved not only be widening the
energy sensitivity windows of the experiments but also
by using target nuclei with a range of masses, which nat-
urally probe complementary regions of the WIMP speed
distribution.
We have also shown how different combinations of par-
ticle physics and astrophysics are more reliably probed
with certain sets of experiments. Low mass WIMPs re-
quire light targets which can probe the high-v tail of the
speed distribution. For a 50 GeV WIMP, a dark disk
component was invisible to the experiments considered
here, while a dark disk of 200 GeV WIMPs could be
accurately reconstructed. However, the nature of dark
matter and its speed distribution are a priori unknown,
so we cannot select the optimal experiments ahead of
time. We must therefore use a range of different exper-
imental targets to ensure sensitivity to a large range of
WIMP masses and to ensure that features in the speed
distribution can be reliably captured.
VIII. DIRECTIONAL DETECTION
We have shown that an ensemble of direct-detection ex-
periments may be necessary to constrain the particle and
astrophysical properties of the WIMP, focusing on Gen-
eration 2 detectors with no sensitivity to the direction
of WIMP-induced nuclear recoils. However, as discussed
in Sec. III D, several prototype directional detectors are
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FIG. 25: Reconstructed Earth-frame speed distribu-
tions for a 10 GeV WIMP. The Xenon, Argon and Germa-
nium experiments were used in the reconstruction. Three dif-
ferent underlying speed distributions were used, as described
in the text: SHM (top row), SHM+DD (middle row), LIS
(bottom row). The underlying distribution is shown as a solid
line, the best fit is shown as a dashed line and the 68% credible
interval is shown as a shaded band. The reconstructed distri-
bution has been rescaled by a factor σSIrec/σ
SI
true, as described
in the text.
currently under development. We shall now review the
basic concepts of directional detection, and briefly inves-
tigate the additional sensitivity that directional detectors
may provide once they reach maturity.
Directional-detection experiments aim to measure the
directions of WIMP-induced nuclear recoils in addition to
their energies. A primary strength of such experiments is
their ability to distinguish signal events from background
events. The latter should be primarily isotropic; in con-
trast, the Earth’s motion with respect to the Galactic
rest frame leads to a strong angular dependence of the
signal [240]. For a smooth WIMP distribution, the event
rate is strongly peaked in the direction opposite to the
Sun’s motion, towards the constellation Cygnus (or for
low-energy recoils, in a ring around this direction [241]).
Furthermore, the strength of the directional signal is
expected to be relatively large for typical halo models;
the maximum event rate in the peak direction may be
roughly an order of magnitude larger than the minimum.
Comparing to annual modulation, where the signal is ex-
pected to be at the ∼1−10% level and may be mimicked
by backgrounds that also modulate annually, the power
of directional detection to confirm the dark-matter ori-
gin of a possible signal becomes clear. With a detector
capable of measuring the nuclear-recoil vectors in three
dimensions and sufficient angular resolution, ∼10 events
would be sufficient to reject isotropy [242, 243]. With
∼ 30 − 50 events, the peak direction could be measured
and the Galactic origin of the recoils confirmed [244, 245].
However, the exposure that these experiments will re-
quire to detect the anisotropy of WIMP-induced recoils
depends strongly on their ability to measure the senses
(+q versus −q) of low-energy recoils [243].
Beyond simply providing background discrimination
power, measurements of the directional event rate may
also be crucial in determining the finer details of the
WIMP velocity distribution. The velocity distribution is
related to the directional event rate as in Eq. (2). More-
over, by noting the dependence in Eqs. (3) and (12) of
the WIMP-nuclear cross section on the incoming WIMP
velocity v and the resulting nuclear-recoil direction qˆ, it
can be shown that
d2R(Q,Ωq, t)
dQdΩq
∝
∫
d3v δ (v · qˆ− vmin(Q)) f(v, t). (31)
That is, the dependence of the directional event rate on
the lab-frame velocity distribution f(v, t) is determined
by the integral on the right-hand side, known as the
Radon transform of f(v, t) [246]. Essentially, the content
of this relation is simply that the rate of nuclear recoils
with a given energy Q and direction q is proportional to
the number of WIMPs with velocities v that can induce
such recoils – i.e., that satisfy the non-relativistic scatter-
ing kinematics determined by vmin. Such velocities lie on
the plane in velocity space defined by the 1-dimensional
delta function in the Radon transform.
Interestingly enough, measuring the Radon transform
of the velocity distribution provides information comple-
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FIG. 26: Posterior distributions for the vlag-σv parameter space for the Asimov data sets of three ensembles of experiments.
Inner and outer regions enclose the 68% and 95% credible regions. We assume the SHM/50-GeV WIMP (Benchmark 2) scenario
with weak priors on vlag and σv (and fixed vesc) and flat priors on the WIMP mass. The left plot shows the contours for an
ensemble consisting of non-directional Ar and Xe experiments observing ∼25 and ∼350 events, respectively. The center plot
shows the same for the same ensemble with an additional non-directional Ge experiment, while the right plot shows the same
with an additional MIMAC-like, directional CF4 experiment; the exposures of these experiments have been tuned so that each
observes ∼20 events. We see that adding additional non-directional experiments to the ensemble does not significantly improve
the 68% contours in vlag-σv, since these parameters are degenerate in the energy spectrum. However, directional experiments
can break such parameter degeneracies, resulting in tighter constraints (particularly on vlag, in this example). Note also that
other details of the SHM velocity distribution (such as the direction of the WIMP wind) can be recovered with a directional
experiment to good accuracy [244].
mentary to that provided by the energy spectrum. This
allows degeneracies in the energy spectrum to be broken.
As a simple illustration of this, we can compare the abil-
ities of a directional and a non-directional experiment
to constrain the parameters of the SHM velocity dis-
tribution.6 For example, Lee and Peter [248] compared
constraints that experiments with energy-only, direction-
only, and direction+energy sensitivity can place on the
halo lag speed (i.e., the relative speed of the dark-matter
rest frame and the lab frame) and the halo velocity dis-
persion. They showed that these two parameters are de-
generate with only measurements of the energy spectrum;
however, the information provided by measurements of
the recoil direction is orthogonal, so that an experiment
sensitive to both energy and direction can break this de-
generacy (see [248] for more detail). Note that this degen-
eracy remains even with an ensemble of non-directional
experiments, as shown in Fig. 26. Thus, combining our
previous discussion with this simple consideration of the
SHM velocity distribution, we can draw a key conclusion:
an ensemble of multiple non-directional experiments may
allow us to pin down the WIMP mass, cross section, and
6 We take a MIMAC-like experiment as our benchmark example
of a directional detector. Billard et al. [247] have carried out a
detailed study of the prospects of a CF4 detector, as proposed by
the MIMAC collaboration. They consider an optimistic detector
configuration with threshold Eth = 5 keV and angular resolution
σ = 20◦, zero background and 100% sense recognition and also a
pessimistic configuration with Eth = 20 keV, σ = 50
◦, 10 back-
ground events per kg yr and no sense recognition. Our results
stated here assume the optimistic configuration.
speed distribution, but directional experiments will offer
the unique ability to fully constrain the WIMP velocity
distribution.
Of course, directional detectors can also constrain pa-
rameterized velocity distributions beyond the SHM ap-
proximation. With O(1000) events, it may also be pos-
sible to detect and constrain the parameters of velocity
substructures – the direction and velocity of a stream,
or the lag speed and velocity dispersion of a dark disk,
for example [248]. It may also be possible to detect
anisotropy in the velocity distribution. For example,
Host and Hansen [249] showed that with 104 events a 32S
target with 100 keV energy threshold could measure the
velocity anisotropy parameter, β = 1− σ2t /σ2r where σr,t
are the radial and tangential velocity dispersions, with a
precision of ∼0.03.
Furthermore, it may be possible to take a non-
parametric approach – analogous to the methods used
in Sec. VII, but for the full 3-dimensional velocity distri-
bution. For example, Alves, Hedri and Wacker [250] de-
composed the velocity distribution in terms of the prod-
ucts of special functions of the integrals of motion (the
relative energy, the z-component of the angular momen-
tum and the magnitude of the angular momentum) and
examined the precision with which the coefficients could
be measured. They found that with O(1000) events, an
ideal detector could discern the local velocity distribu-
tion found in the Via Lactea II simulation [251] from a
Maxwellian distribution.
Directional experiments can also provide interesting
constraints on the particle-physics side. Importantly,
the F and 3He target gases used in several of the cur-
rent experiments offer sensitivity to spin-dependent in-
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teractions. Since WIMP-nucleon spin-independent and
spin-dependent cross sections are not necessarily cor-
related, directional experiments with relatively low ex-
posures of ∼ 0.1 kg-year can rule out supersymmet-
ric WIMP candidates that will remain out of reach of
high-exposure, non-directional experiments only sensi-
tive to spin-independent interactions [252, 253]. Fur-
thermore, inelastic scattering produces a directional sig-
nal more strongly peaked in angular distribution than
does elastic scattering. Finkbeiner et al. [254] examined
inelastic-scattering models compatible with the DAMA
claim of modulation, and showed that a gaseous Xe de-
tector would require a relatively low exposure of ∼1000
kg-day to rule out or support the claim; measurements
of the mass splitting δ might also be possible.
Finally, directional detectors may also provide a way
around the neutrino background floor. If if the WIMP-
nucleon cross section indeed lies beneath the floor, dis-
criminating neutrino-nucleon background events from
the recoil spectrum or annual modulation alone would
require large statistics and high exposures. The ability
of directional experiments to identify the predominantly
Solar origin of background events would then be impor-
tant [37, 255–257].
IX. CONCLUSION
In this work, we overviewed the power of ensembles
of direct-detection experiments to characterize WIMPs.
We also reviewed the literature on the types of particle
properties that WIMPs might have, and how they mani-
fest themselves in experiments; summarized assumptions
about WIMP astrophysics and their effects on WIMP di-
rect detection; and showed the status of experiments. We
highlighted “halo-independent” methods for comparing
experiments against each other for fixed interaction type
and WIMP mass independently of the assumed WIMP
velocity distribution. We used Bayesian inference of
mock Generation 2 experiments and data sets to examine
what WIMP physics can be teased out of experiments in
the early WIMP discovery days. While we primarily fo-
cused on Generation 2 experiments, we also highlighted
what additional kinds of experiments may be useful to
characterizing WIMPs in those early days. It is vitally
important to characterize WIMP physics using multiple
types of direct-detection experiments in order to check
for consistency among the classes of experiment (includ-
ing colliders and indirect detection). We must know if
all types of experiment are seeing the same dark-matter
WIMP.
In Sections V to VIII, we explored the potential of en-
sembles of experiments to identify key pieces of WIMP
physics. Here, we summarize how the choice of experi-
ments affects the ability to probe the different aspects of
WIMP physics:
1. In order to distinguish spin-independent scattering
from spin-dependent WIMP-proton and WIMP-
neutron scattering, we require a set of experiments
with complementary sensitivity to each of these
types of coupling. In order to break degenera-
cies with the WIMP velocity distribution, it is also
highly desirable that there be energy resolution on
the order of ∼ keV. With our fiducial set of Gen-
eration 2 experiments (liquid Argon and Xenon,
cryogenic Germanium, and bubble-chamber CF3I),
spin-independent and spin-dependent scattering
can be distinguished quite well. This is because
the Xenon experiments see by far the most events
for spin-independent couplings, Xenon and Germa-
nium have good sensitivity to spin-dependent neu-
tron coupling, and COUPP-500 is sensitive to spin-
dependent proton couplings. Argon is useful for
its low atomic mass, which aids WIMP mass and
velocity-distribution reconstruction. For low-mass
WIMPs, fits are slightly aided with the addition of
a Silicon experiment, but are still dominated by
uncertainties in the WIMP velocity distribution.
For low-mass WIMPs, improvements are more sig-
nificant if Xenon experiments attain lower energy
thresholds.
WIMP masses can be estimated well if spin-
independent or spin-dependent WIMP-neutron in-
teractions dominate, given the proposed slate of
Generation 2 experiments, but parameter estimate
is significantly worse if spin-dependent WIMP-
proton interactions dominate. This is because the
primary experiment to probe this interaction is
COUPP-500. Once WIMPs are discovered, we
recommend that bubble-chamber experiments like
COUPP-500 explore a range of energy thresholds
(and a range of target fluid). This will yield a cu-
mulative event rate, R(> Q), which can be used
to constrain the WIMP velocity distribution, and
hence, the WIMP mass. It would be useful to have
additional experiments with energy resolution and
spin-dependent WIMP-proton sensitivity. If the
spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section is suf-
ficiently large, directionally sensitive experiments
can also be extremely helpful in constraining the
WIMP velocity distribution, which should yield im-
proved WIMP particle property parameter estima-
tion.
2. For inelastic dark matter, or to distinguish among
non-relativistic effective operators, it is useful for
the experimental ensemble to span a range of tar-
get nuclear masses, and for energy thresholds to be
low. In addition to the liquid-noble experiments,
we endorse the development of low-threshold exper-
iments such as CoGeNT, CDMSlite, DAMIC, and
MALBEK. This is especially important in the case
where long-range interactions between WIMPs and
nuclei dominate over contact interactions (Sec. VI).
While a Silicon-based experiment does not add
much to distinguishing between spin-independent
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and spin-dependent interactions, it is useful in
identifying inelastic dark-matter models. A lower
threshold for Xenon-based experiments would also
be highly beneficial.
3. In order to really characterize the WIMP mass,
we strongly support the use of the method dis-
cussed in Kavanagh & Green [238] and Sec. VII.
This method, modeling the logarithm of the WIMP
speed distribution as a set of orthogonal polyno-
mials, can constrain the shape of the WIMP speed
distribution in the range in which experiments have
sensitivity. An accurate reconstruction of the shape
of the WIMP velocity distribution is critical to un-
biased estimates of the WIMP mass. Depending on
the WIMP mass, different sets of experiments dom-
inate the posterior (Fig. 23). Therefore, since the
WIMP mass is a priori unknown, having as wide a
range of target nuclear masses as possible is desir-
able for WIMP searches.
4. The WIMP velocity distribution is interesting in
and of itself, as it is related to today’s global prop-
erties of the Milky Way dark-matter halo, as well
as its assembly history. A combination of the Ka-
vanagh & Green method for the WIMP speed dis-
tribution reconstruction with the directionally sen-
sitive methods discussed in Sec. VIII can yield in-
teresting constraints on the WIMP velocity distri-
bution. Different experiments probe different parts
of the velocity distribution, and the velocity range
depends strongly on the WIMP mass for fixed re-
coil energy. For most current experiments, WIMP
speeds of . 100 km s−1 (relevant for dark disks)
can only be probed in the WIMP mass is large
(mχ& 200 GeV). Since the WIMP mass is un-
known, we do not know a priori down to what
WIMP speed future experiments may probe. Low-
threshold experiments, and . 5 keV thresholds
for Xenon experiments, are critical to probing the
WIMP speed distribution to low speeds, especially
for low-mass WIMPs.
In summary, we have clarified which pieces of WIMP
physics can be explored by the currently proposed en-
semble of Generation 2 experiments if WIMPs are discov-
ered soon. They can determine the relative strength of
spin-independent and spin-dependent interactions; unveil
non-relativistic effective operators; distinguish inelastic
from elastic scattering for mass-splittings |δ| & 20 keV;
estimate the WIMP mass to & 20% without significant
bias; and constrain the shape of the WIMP speed distri-
bution in the range that experiments can kinematically
probe. What direct-detection experiments cannot do is
estimate the absolute value of the cross sections with-
out dubiously strong priors regarding the local WIMP
mass density and the fraction of local WIMPs that ex-
periments may kinematically probe. However, we can
reasonably estimate the ratios of cross sections and the
shape of the velocity distribution. With longer expo-
sures for experiments with unpaired-nucleon target nu-
clei, we can estimate the sign of an/ap [46]. With exper-
iments with lower thresholds, we can probe lower-speed
WIMPs, a wider range of inelastic dark-matter models,
and long-range WIMP-nuclear interactions. We empha-
size the fact that we use highly idealized experiments and
data sets in this study. In the future, it will be necessary
to investigate real experimental configurations to provide
accurate forecasts for WIMP parameter estimation using
direct detection.
Our main conclusion is: we need a wide variety of
direct-detection experiments in order to accurately in-
fer WIMP properties (and their local phase-space den-
sity) once WIMPs are conclusively discovered. There is
currently pressure to reduce the number of future direct-
detection experiments. In our opinion, the selection of
experiments must proceed with extreme caution so that
we do not lose sensitivity to WIMP physics. Different
characteristics of WIMPs are probed best by different
ensembles of experiments. However, we do not know a
priori what properties WIMPs have. Finding the right
(and necessarily broad) ensemble of next-generation ex-
periments is key to accurately and precisely estimating
WIMP physics with those experiments in the early days
of WIMP discovery.
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